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I f you're expanding or
modernizing your library, or considering
a new one, consult
Globe - Wernicke's free
Library Planning Staff
for personal service.
Write today for comp l e t e information,

rolling grasslands near Fort Worth, TCU -once known as
"The Prairie School"- is the oldest institution of higher
learning in West Texas. Founded in 1873, today enrollment
tops 8500 students.
TCU's eight schools and colleges stress the Arts, Educa.
tion, Business, Religion, and, under a recent "depth"
expansion policy, existing graduate studies will soon be
extended to offer the PhD degree.

Dept. R-11

THE GLOBE-WERNICKE CO.
CINCINNATI 12, OHIO

...makes business a pleasure
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Anticipating this, the University's Mary Couts Burnett
Library has been tripled in size, at a cost of $1,300,000
to accommodate 800,000 volumes, and provide study space
for 1,000 students. Globe-Wernicke desks, bookshelves,
study carrels, and other associated library equipment form
an integral part of this rapidly growing library.
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Ready Now

continues to publish helpful books for
the Librarian and his Staff

SUBJECT CLASSIFYING AND INDEXING OF LIBRARIES AND LITERATURE
347 Pages
$7.50
by John Metcalfe
A valuable and most important book by the
outstanding Australian Librarian. H e is well
known in this country through his visits. H e
also received part of his training in the U.S.
A new book by the aurhor of "Information
Indexing and Subject C~taloging."

INTERNATIONAL MANUAL OF LINGUISTS AND TRANSLATORS
by William W. Bower 451 Pages $10.00
This Manual is designed to provide "fingertip" information, summarized and coordinated
In one unit, to a maxmunz number of users,
such as Librarians, Foreign Language Instructors and Students, as well as to those in the
field of Law, Commerce, and Industry.

Kathleen B. Stebbins (Former Secretary of the S.L.A.)

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION IN LIBRARIES
1958
304 Pages
$6.00
NOW I N ITS T H I R D P R I N T I N G
A vaIuable handbook for everyone responsible for a Library Staff-large
or small. Library employees and students of Library Science as well, will benefit from the practical information it contains. Recruitment, Training personnel, and executive development are a few of the topics covered.
Appendix I contams sample application forms and wl-ious other types o f r e f e ~ e n c erecords. Appendix I1 deals with personnel practices ~ n salaries.
d
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New York 10, N. Y.

Publishers of Professional Books for the Librarian

GRUNDLEHREN DER MATHEMATISCHEN
New Volumes in ENGLISH
T h e Differential Geometry of Finsler Spaces
RUND, HANNO.
$14.30
300 pages, cloth, large octavo, 1959
Absolute Analysis
NEVANLINNA, F. and NEVANLINNA, R.
$9.36
268 pages, q illustrations, cloth, large octavo, 1959

CASSELS, J. W. S.
I n preparation

An Introduction to the Geometry of Numbers
.4pproximately $16.32

C o m p l e t e list available u p o n request.

STECHERT-HAFNER, Inc.
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All types of micro-opaque cards are easy to read with the Recordak Microprint Reader.

How to build up your reference library
without "growing pains"
T h o s e two drawbacks-space restrictions
and high costs-are bypassed when you
get reference workson micro-opaquecards.
Some of these, for example, hold 60
pages of data per 3 x 5 card . . . let you
keep your microprint library right on the
back of your index cards! And the cost is
trifling compared to bound volumes.
A free booklet, "What's Available on
Microprint Cards," lists titles available
from leading publishers in such fields as

science, law, finance and the humanities.
Get your copy from any Recordak office.
At the same time, ask to have the
Recordak Microprint Reader demonstrated in your office-or mail coupon for
descriptive folder.
"Recordak" is a trademark

M A I L COUPON TODAY

:

RECORDAK CORPORATION
415 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Please send me "What's Available on Microprint Cards" booklet, and folder on the
Recordak Microprint Reader. KK-11
Name

(Subsidiary o f Eastman Kodak Company)

originator of modern microfilming
-now in its 32nd year

Organization

:

Street
C
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For T h e Reference LibraryTranslators and Translations:
Services and Sources
A directory of 154 translators in the
United States, 42 translation pools
throughout the world and 8 3 detailed
references to published bibiliographies
of translations. Appendices and index.
64 pages
$2S0

and record-keeping!
Modern business, as well as the modern
school, needs the expert service of
reliable binders. Preservation of texts,
periodicals, trade-journals, records
presentation of ideas and accessible data
assembling are all vital services
expertly performed for both fields by
Reynolds Bindery!
for the finest rebinding, rely on

...
...

1703
lister street
..
kansas city, mo
-
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Picture Sources:
An Introductory List
Gives the address, telephone number,
picture librarian, size, subjects, dates
and types of material in collection and
conditions of use of 398 sources of pictures. Subject and source indexes and
lists of "Picture-Finding Tools."
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In Answer to Your

SLA Loan Collection of
Classification Schemes and
Subject Heading Lists
B. R. BARDENAND B. DENISON,
COMPILERS

Let our Silent-Salesman-Sample
MAGAFILE prove to you that it is
the answer to your S.O.S. cry for a
practical and economical method of
filing UNBOUND MAGAZINES
and PAMPHLETS.

A free sample MAGAFILE-with
complete description and price listwill be sent upon request. It must sell
itself-no salesman foIlow-up. See,
Try and Prove to your own satisfaction with no obligation. Drop us a
card today. Our S . S. S. will be sent
by return mail.
THE MAGAFILE COMPANY
P.O. Box 3121

Lists the 578 schemes and lists available
on loan from the SLA Collection on
deposit at the School of Library Science, Western Reserve University. Appendices and subject index.
56 pages
4th rev. ed.
$2.50

Special Libraries Association
Its First Fifty Years, 1909-59
A commemorative volume presenting
the historical highlights of SLA and
its individual Chapters and Divisions.
1 2 0 pages

$2.J0
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Is your coverage all it should be
in these business & technical areas?
BUSINESS

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Accounting
Bookkeeping
Business Education
[7 Business Forecasting
[7 Business Mathematics
[7 Commercial Law
[7 Credit
Industrial Psychology
Marketing
Office Management
Small Business

Astronautics
[7 Bacteriology
[7 Chemistry
Engineering

[7 Geology
[7 Industrial Arts
Manufactures
Physics
Science Bibliography
Scientific Apparatus
Technology-Dictionaries

..

Find comprehensive, up-to-date booklists on these ;
and thousands of other subjects
in the NEW 1959

. ..

SUBJECT GUIDE
Lct thc latest edition of this one-volume subject index be your check-list for all
the subjects covered in your library. Compare your collections with the ~oo,ooo
titles-old (if they're still in print), new, and even FORTHCOMING ~oo~s-cla~sifiec1
under sq,uoo subject headings in the new 1959 SUBJECT
GUIDE.T h e available
books of nearly every U.S. publisher are included, with current price, etc. Don't
miss out on thousancls of new books, or be caught quoting old prices-order your
new 1959 SUBJECT
GUIDEnow! NOWbeing shipped, at $17.50 net postpaid from
R. R. Bowker Co.. 62 W. 45th St., New York 36.
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These book supports always
show themselves quickly.

NON-LOSABLE
PLASTIC (patent
BOOK
SUPPORT
pndingl

PRICES
(F.O.B. Red Bank, N. J.)
PACKED
20 of 1 color per box

These Estey Book Supports ore mode of HI-IMPACT Styrene plastic. They are
durable and rill not be damaged when dropped. I t is a remarkably strong
plastic that lasts forever. I t does not rust. Molded in one piece.

f

The wedge back construction feature enables you to spot every single
support very quickly in the bookstacks. They won't get lost.

SIZE
6%'' High

The base is made so that i t does not scratch the finish on your shelvi n g I t is smooth
YET, DOES NOT SLIDE when books are placed
upon it.

...

COLOR
Red or Black

J

NESTS COMPACTLY FOR STORAGE

ONE Box
$7.00

ORDER NOW!

1 1-49 Boxes
$6.65 per box
50 Boxes and over
$6.00 per box

A New Reprint

Now Available

THE ENGINEERING INDEX
1956,1955,1950 volumes
Single volumes, cloth bound
Previously Reprinted

1928-1949 volumes
Cloth bound set
Single volumes, cloth bound

$1,550.00
75.00

Please address orders and inquiries to

J O H N S O N REPRINT C O R P O R A T I O N
New York 3, New York
1 r 1 Fifth Avenue
BranchOffices:

California

England

.

Germany

.

Italy
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All the King's Horses.. .
MRS. IRENE M. STRIEBY, Archivist
Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Indiana

T

of "All the king's
horses" is an appropriate one for a discussion of archives because all the king's
horses and all the king's men cannot put
archives together again once they have become disorganized or completely destroyed.
Need is usually the incentive for preserving
historical material, if indeed it is not too
late to retrieve it. The celebration of an
anniversary-silver,
gold, or diamond-is
often the occasion upon which management
first becomes conscious of Humpty Dumpty,
and thus he may be saved from disaster in
the nick of time.
Of course there are other reasonable reasons for archives, such as their usefulness in
institutional advertising and in publications
of all types. Here are Eli Lilly and Company's
reasons for keeping Humpty Dumpty whole,
although we admit to a few cracks in his
shell :
1. To preserve the corporate memory;
2. To ~ r o v i d ematerials for exhibits either
inter- or intramural;
3 . To supply adequate documentation of
and for company activities;
4. To provide a ready reference service for
facts recorded in materials preserved;
5 . T o organize records of the past so that
they will be helpful in guiding future
policies ;
6. T o aid those responsible for the preparation of company-sponsored publications;
7. T o make available any item of value in
preparing a definitive history of the organization.
Perhaps out of our experience will come additional objectives.
HE UNFINISHED TITLE

Paper, with slight revisions, presented before the
Sci-Tech Pharmaceutical Section, June 1, 1959, at
the SLA Convention in Atlantic City, N. J. A
summary of a questionnaire on institutional archives, which had been sent to members prior to
the meeting, was distributed to those present;
copies are available to respondents.
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Place in Company Organization

What is the pattern for placement of
archives in the organizational structure?
There is none. Each institution must plan its
structure in the light of its own needs and
program. Sometimes archives are independent units. Or they may be developed as an
arm of some existing department, such as
industrial relations, or the archivist may report directly to an officer of the organization.
Instances such as these mav be the result of
a close working relationship established at
the outset between persons in charge of archives and the supervisors to whom they
report. In other situations, the placement of
the archives may appear to have no logical
basis.
Archives mav be connected with an institutional museum, which is often a public
relations project such as Lilly's restoration of
Colonel Eli Lilly's original laboratory. Archival materials lend themselves to exhibits;
not only can they serve as a guide to themes
for displays but the items themselves can
be used in exhibits sponsored by the public
relations group. In this connection, the interesting displays in SLA's Fiftieth Anniversary Convention Archives Exhibit were
prepared with the aid of member-contributors' historical materials.
Quite often archives are the responsibility
of the librarian who has the vision to plan
ahead and to preserve whatever items come
his way or can be acquired, long before
management has realized their value. Unfortunately many librarians have neither the
time nor ;he staff to embark on a program
of institution-wide acquisition and organization. More often than not, if they have the
space, they store what they have with only
a general idea of the contents. Regardless of
handicaps, librarians often find time to produce exactly the right document at the right
time with memory as the only guide to its
location.

In some organizations archives form one
part of a records management program. The
Records Management Council, which has
pioneered in assisting organizations with
their problems, recognizes that one of the
four problems to solve in connection with
mountains of paper is to know whether or
not enough is being saved for historical purposes. Dr. William Overman, Archivist of
the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company,
warned in his presidential address before the
Society of American Archivists:
"Many of the consultants are primarily concerned with the destruction of so-called useless
records: that is, records that have served their
usefulness in the ordinary conduct of business and
have satisfied the statute of limitations or other
legal requirements. Some of the consultants pay
lip service to the preservation of a small percentage of records, which they usually refer to as
'historical,' but few of them, I fear, ever try to
persuade a client to make provision for the establishment of an archives department. In this the
business record movement has failed up to now.
I t has failed to produce significant results in the
form of positive archival programs in our leading
companies. . ."*

.

Organization, Cost and Other Considerations

How are archival materials organized?
Here again there is no pattern to follow.
Much depends upon the availability of staff
as well as upon the scope and purpose of the
archives. Furthermore, different types of
archival material are not necessarily handled
in the same manner. Pictures may be filed
under broad classifications; internal publications may be shelved only by title; manuscripts and miscellaneous papers may be
calendared rather than indexed separately ;
volumes of primary records may be classified
and indexed carefully; biographies may be
cataloged individually-perhaps
even analyzed for specific historical facts about the
organization in general. In any case it is wise
not to proceed with a "half-baked" planand any plan must be subject to modification.
How much does an archival program
cost? Costs are relative and depend on the
breadth of the program and whether or not
it is a separate operation. Since physical

* OVERMAN,
W. D. The Pendulum Swings.
American Archivist, vol. 22, January 1959, p. 3-10.

quarters for archives are not generally provided for in original layouts of space, they
are usually secured when space is vacated by
another group moving to larger quarters.
There are certain minimum costs for basic
equipment such as cupboards, shelving,
bookcases, files, desks, work tables, chairs
and typewriters. Materials costs will come
chiefly in preparation and maintenance such
as mountings, bindings, plastic envelopes,
lamination and various types of containers.
Salary costs depend, of course, on the qualifications and number of staff. So at best one
could only learn the cost of a typical operation rather than of archives in general.
Where did Humpty Dumpty come from
anyway is another logical question. Archives are not hatched the way he was but
they do begin in the same small way. But
even he cannot multiply as rapidly as they, so
at this point the analogy weakens. If archives are to assume any importance, they
must have someone to take the initiative in
acquiring and in preserving them and, in
this respect, no one person can do an adequate job without the interest and support
of management in the undertaking. To retain
this support archives must prove their value
to the organization. Furthermore their growth
is also dependent upon contributions that
come as a result of how widely the value of
the archival program is recognized.
And now with the end of this general discussion, many questions are still left unanswered, such as what organizations maintain archives? In addition to possessing a
"feel for the past," what qualifications
should an archivist have and why are business records a vital portion of a country's
source material for history? Many of the
answers will be found through the bibliography at the end of this article. Answers to
other questions, such as what types of reference problems are answered by archives and
what are some unique features of archives,
may be answered subsequently in the description of some of Lilly's recent experiences in
developing company archives.
Classifying Eli Lilly Archives

Perhaps some of you, who have been
wondering what to do with archival maSPECIAL LIBRARIES

Material from
the Lilly
Archives
displayed
at the SLA
Archives Exhibit

terial sent to you or who actually have been
struggling with the organization of it, will be
interested in hearing of Lilly's trial-and-error
approach. Both before and after the preparation of the first company history, Three
Score Years and T e n , we accumulated miscellaneous items we knew might be called for
again. Our first classification system was
based on this material but, in working with
it, we found it was difficult for a staff member to fit incoming items into the various
categories. After five years of this we tried
what appeared to be a simpler method, that
of assigning accession numbers, then indexing. This appeared to be another false start
since like materials were not brought together for easy reference and subject headings remained uncoordinated. There was still
no one available to give full time to the
project.
In 1956 we determined to make a final
attempt toward organization which would
not only place like materials together in a
functional classification for searching purposes but would provide even better opportunity for their retrieval by establishing
a subject authority list and adhering to it in
indexing all types of materials which could
be indexed in the time available. Preparatory
to organizing the materials, therefore, a
functional classification was devised, tailored
to fit the components presently existing in
the company. T o be sure we recognize those
NOVEMBER 1959

components will change as the company
changes, but there will still remain the basic
functions of administration, industrial relations, sales, production, financial operations, engineering and maintenance, and
research. For subsidiary companies and for
world operations there are separate categories, and since ours was a family-managed
company for over three-quarters of a century, we did not neglect to provide a special
place for family papers and affairs.
Equal in importance to classification is the
problem of subject headings. W e looked in
vain for a ready-made list that could be
adapted for our ise. It was necessary, therefore, to make our own list as items were
classified and indexed-a continuing process.
Compilation must be accompanied by a
careful checking and rechecking to avoid
duplication in headings, to foresee all possible cross references and to revise headings
when necessary. Just as devising a classification scheme is no task for an amateur,
neither is the development of a subject
heading list. Both are time-consuming and
subject to pitfalls, but experience has convinced us that the "tailor-made" tools are a
necessity since archives are as different in
composition as the organizations whose
stories they tell.
Another decision to be made at the outset
of our third beginning concerned the scope,
which we have thus defined briefly:

T o acquire anything in print or near-print as
well as audio-visual materials which further our
objectives. Emphasis is placed on the collection
and preservation of important noncurrent records
of the company. Museum items will be accepted
for safekeeping and used in the preparation of
exhibits but no special effort will be made to
acquire them.

For this we have management approval as
a basis for our own decisions on what items
to accept. Incidentally the very first category
in our classification is labelled "Archivology,"
and here we place all correspondence relating to policy decisions, reprints of articles
about archives, the donor file and information about archives in other organizations.
For instance, preparatory to deciding on how
to proceed with our own problem, archival
collections in other locations were visited so
several pieces of literature, forms, and letters
about them were accumulated, to which we
often make reference.
Physical Facilities

W e are fortunate in occupying adequate
physical quarters that are located on the same
floor as the main library where a great many
of its reference tools can be used. Equipment,
in addition to that one would exDect to
find in the offices adjacent to the archives,
consists of I ) six large steel cupboards which
hold our Fibredex file boxes, recordings,
scrapbooks, exhibit material, volumes of
highly prized correspondence, old ledgers
and production records; 2) several bookcases in which periodicals and company
publications are shelved; and 3) seven fourdrawer steel files of which one is an oversize type, devised originally for X-rays, in
which pictures are filed.
Copies of material are made by the Thermofax, microfilm or other methods of reproduction when necessary, for which company equipment is available. W e do have
three pieces of special equipment we believe
are of great help in doing a more complete
job. They are I) a dry mount press for pictures, which so far are classified by the
functional classification but not indexed; 2)
a laminating machine, which is simple to
operate and invaluable in preserving priceless old papers and brittle clippings; and

3) a tape recording machine. W e are hopeful
of gaining valuable historical data in interviews with many of our older and/or retired
employees. Contrary to the current practice
of discarding the tape after editing and
typing the interview, we plan to save it because we believe a recording of statements
made in a person's own voice is well worth
retaining in its own right. These tape recordings will supplement the annual current
history narrative planned and executed by
the Public Relations Department-a
documentation of company activities and events
recorded in color and sound.
Reference Value

Another question concerns the reference
value of archives. Their worth, of course,
depends first on what is available. Scarcely
a week goes by that someone does not consult our file of old price lists, which we have
complete together with all changes made
during each period covered by any one list.
Our "Quips, Quotes and Anecdotes" file, a
by-product of our indexing, is extremely
helpful both to us and to writers. Colonel
Eli Lilly's scrapbook contains items of interest not to be found elsewhere. Company
"firsts," such as the dates when Liver Extract 343 was developed and when empty
gelatin capsules were put on the market, are
often requested. Someone may want to know
in what year the suggestion system was inaugurated, the reasons for moving the British
plant from London to Basingstoke or the
number of employees 50 years ago. Supplying biographical facts or historical data for
external or internal use are routine operations.
Reference value of archives also depends
a great deal on how many persons know
what is available, so help has always been
given in planning company dinners and anniversaries. Complete files of company publications are particularly helpful to many in
a variety of positions. As for pictures, the
old Chinese proverb of "One see is worth
a thousand tells" is never more true than
when applied to archives. To prove it, we
have been publicizing our Archives for years
through service and news items but not unSPECIAL LIBRARIES

ti1 recently did everyone in the company
realize their existence when faced with
a double-page spread of old pictures in the
Lilly News, copies of which are sent to the
homes of all employees. Some of these pictures were also featured in a publication for
sales promotion. After seeing one of our
exhibits, an employee had the inspiration to
use the material in research conducted for an
advanced university degree. Those who make
use of the Archives are the ones most likely
to contribute intelligently and continually
toward building a more useful collection.
Although charged with two other sets of
duties, the archivist and her assistant have
been free to devote more than half time to
the Archives for approximately three years.
Let me emphasize that this is not a sparetime project that comes to an end. As materials keep coming they must be processed,
which may involve repair, lamination or
some other type of physical preparation, before they are ready for indexing. Periodicals
continue publication and therefore must be
combed for history-making events. If archives are to serve one of their primary purposes, which is to make them available for
reference use to editors and writers within
the organization-in fact to any one who has
need for the information they contain-then

there must be some one always at hand to
unlock their contents.
This review of archives leaves many questions unanswered but there is a final one
that cannot be neglected. It concerns a
multifaceted question that might be asked
concerning a records management program
-are any records retained permanently elsewhere in the organization and, if so, what
provision is made for preserving them in
case of disaster? While Lilly does not have
a plant-wide records management program
per se, policies for retention guide those
who must make decisions.
A project for microfilming various types
of records, such as laboratory notebooks, has
been in progress for several years-in
fad
it originated in the library but was transferred when the program was broadened.
One of our objectives is to cross reference
some types of material available on film. In
case records with historical value must be
retained in any department, such as certain
noncurrent employment data, we hope to
make cross references to them as well so we
can guide others to material we do not have.
In the meantime we hope to keep ahead of
the minimum precautions necessary to save
Humpty Dumpty from a catastrophe.

SELECTIVE ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
The policy followed in assembling these references, all of which have been used by the compiler,
was to select articles that complement one another in the type of information they present in order
to have a usable reference tool. Annotations have been made with this in mind rather than an attempt
to review the entire articles. The annual bibliography of "Writings on Archives, Current Records,
and Historical Manuscripts," which appears in the American Avchivist, is well worth reviewing
regularly as well as using for reference purposes. Articles are classified broadly by subject and are
now published in two parts: Part I covers domestic publications and Part I1 those published in
other countries. No attempt has been made to choose articles from this excellent source for inclusion
here. Indexes such as Library Literatlrre also list helpful articles and should be checked frequently.
No entries of descriptive booklets covering specific archival collections have been made, although
several are available. The number of published articles covering methods of organization and management of business archives is limited. By pointing this out it is hoped that such descriptions will
be forthcoming; the beginner always appreciates reading a few "how-we-do-it" articles although the
more experienced archivist quite understandably may prefer the philosophical discussions. Because
the preparation of a business history is so closely allied to archival work, some articles covering this
aspect have been included.
Although this bibliography is heavily biased toward business archives, the archivist in a departmental library of an educational institution will find many of these articles applicable to his own
problems. In "No Ivory Tower: the Administration of a College or University Archives" (College
and Research Libraries, vol. 13, July 1952, p. 215-22), D. H. Wilson has presented a beginner's
manual covering a plan of archival organization which should not be overlooked. Both this bibliography and the article it accompanies should be helpful to anyone given the responsibility for organizing institutional or association archives-in fact archives of any type.
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And All The King's Men. Chicago: Lakeside Press, R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company {I9541 42 p.
This attractive booklet, well written and profusely illustrated, distributed by this well-known publishing firm, is presented "as a manual of first aid for private owners who wish to preserve family
records and documents, or other possessions of literary, artistic, historical, or sentimental value."
The suggestions offered for the care of books and their bindings and thr discussion of various methods of restoring and preserving old papers are valuable for the archivist. "Vandals Within Your
Walls" and "The Good Offices of the Hand Binder" are sections in which problems of special pertinence to librarians and archivists are discussed. The title of this booklet furnished the inspiration for
this article.

BAILEY,E. L. and THOMPSON,G. C. The Company Looks Backward. The Conference Board Busin e s ~Record, vol. 16, February 1959, p. 95-9.
Two staff members of NICB's Division of Business Practices report widespread interest in the recording of company history as revealed by executives of 206 manufacturing firms participating in a
survey. About 10 per cent have established company museums or permanent displays and another
5 per cent maintain archives or historical libraries. Few maintain both. Following a description of
museum collections, contents of archives and their supervision are discussed. Informal collections
of company memorabilia, their display or storage and the future for them are reported as existing
in several organizations whose programs are not formalized. Emphasis is placed upon interest in
getting the company history into print through several media and especially on the value of recording
current history. The article ends with the following observation made by one company president:
"Our historical records are to be perpetual. This is imperative, for they can be of inestimable assistance in making decisions; and I am one who believes in history and experience of the past as being
great guides in arriving at the decisions of today and tomorrow."
BENNETT,H. F. Historical Recora's in a Business Firm-How to Recognize Them, How to Preserve
Them. Evanston, Illinois: School of Commerce, Northwestern University, 1956 [mimeographed).
Professor Bennett, in addressing the 25th Annual Conference on Records Management, first reviews the experience of business historians in order to show that his work and that of the records
manager are complementary. H e says that a major task of the latter, working with the advice and
often assistance of the historian, is to train industry to create and maintain one file drawer on business history every year. T o assist the records manager in determining what the historian needs-or
wants-to
perform his task, the author tells of "Time Capsuleu-an outline prepared by his colleagues and published by the National Records Management Council as a working guide in spotting
papers of potential historical value. The nine categories of required data outlined in the "Time
Capsule for Business Records" are reviewed. Archivists can use the outline to advantage in publicizing type of materials they need.
BURNETT,M. Archives of the Federal Reserve System. Special Libraries, vol. 46, November 1955,
p. 383-6.
Excellent discussion by the Research Associate of the Committee on the History of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Reserve Bank of New York. She describes a part of an interesting five-year
project financed by the Rockefeller Foundation. The work of the staff consists in uncovering archival
material and laying the groundwork for a comprehensive history. The importance of recorded interviews and of unpublished material are stressed. Archives are defined and the librarian's attitude toward them is discussed. The article contains a number of practical suggestions for the archivist who
attempts to develop materials to their full potential.
Business Sits for Its Portrait. Business Week, vol. 1431, February 2, 1957, p. 129-38.
More and more companies are finding it advantageous to have their business history compiled in
book form. The article discusses reasons for this trend, organizations that deal with writing business
histories, problems of writing, cost and publishing the history. Also mentions some companies that
have recently published business portraits and points out good and bad features of each.
CAMPBELL,
E. G. Functional Classification of Archival Material. Library Quarterly, vol. 11, October
1941, p. 431-41.
The author, a member of the National Archives and Records Service staff, states that problems inherent in classifying archival material have traditionally centered around an assumption that all documents must be arranged in groups corresponding to the administrative units which created them,
which calls for research to establish the history of each unit. Even if the patience and convenience of
the searcher can be ignored, the documents and files themselves may not fit smoothly into a classification based on organizational history. H e suggests shifting from an organizational approach to a
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functional approach which is necessarily a tentative one. It demands that each group of records be
treated individually; it denies that any set rules may be prescribed for classifying all records as well
as the expediency of forcing all records into predetermined molds. While :he author obviously is concerned with governmental records, his philosophy is nevertheless applicable to business records.
Care and Protection of Vital Records: Survey of the Month. American Bu~iners,vol. 27, November
1957, p. 25-8.
Report of survey of records retention practices with results given in percentages. Such questions as
damage done to records in the past, who decides what records are to be kept and where are they
stored were asked. A classified detailed records retention list with length of time they should be kept,
prepared by the National Fire Protection Association, is included. In asking for definitions of vital
records one respondent defined it as "any record that provides historical background that is required
to be kept by law, or is needed for information as to the company's past operations."
First Conference on Business Records, London, March 27, 1957. Aslib proceedings, vol. 9, June 1957,
p. 156-76; July 1957, p. 193-207; and Second Conference on Business Records, London, June 10,
1958, Aslib Proceedings, vol. 10, September 1958, p. 211-26; October 1958, p. 235-50.
Addresses made at these two conferences have been published in full. Of the four presented in
1957, perhaps R. C. Jarvis' "Business Records and the Archivist" is the most pertinent to this bibliography. As an archivist he pleads for the rescue of all business records more than one hundred
years old-not
because of their age but their rarity. Of the five addresses presented in 1958, the
viewpoint of J. W . Blake in "Business Records for the Historian" is particularly interesting. H e suggests 1958 should be viewed from the horizon of 2058 in deciding what to keep and what to discard
in order to aid the historian produce an unbiased account of the past. H e lists eight categories of
business records, from huge volumes to tiny fragments, which may be worth keeping although their
value is likely to prove relative both to the detailed information they contain and to similar information from other sources. E. W. Ivey's "Records to be Kept for Business Purposes" and S. A. Tasker's
"Preservation of Records: Staffing, Storage and Costs" should be reviewed as should all of the other
articles if time permits. The discussion following the papers is also well worth reading.

GRAHAM,
S. K. Processing and Using Records in a Business Archives. Special Libvaries, vol. 46,
November 1955, p. 379-82.
A practicing business archivist points out that it takes a dismaying amount of paper work to conduct any business and that some of it is worth saving. If true that it is worth saving, it is only because it will prove to be useful. In order to be useful, it must be readily accessible, which is the
reason archives exist. The concept represented by this basis is one of active service to every department within the company-a concept that may not be compared in any degree to a museum function.
While the archives program is harmoniously integrated with the records retention program followed
by Ford Motor Company, it is entirely autonomous. Follows a description of the archival programits bulk, its preparation, its maintenance and the records available for using the archives-catalog,
subject headings and finding aids. H e concludes with the statement that whatever documents are
worth keeping in archives are worth keeping in their original form.
HARLOW,N. Managing Manuscript Collections. Library Trends, vol. 4 , October 1955, p. 203-12.
The librarian of the University of British Columbia points out that manuscripts may be the richest
ore among a research library's collections; they may comprise primary sources in a wide range of
subject fields and offer opportunities for original investigation. He includes business records in his
definition of manuscripts and points out that, in the arrangement of the collection, the system followed should be simple, capable of expansion and easy to handle by informed staff members. His
discussion of various types of processing is well worth reading; his explanations are brief but clear.
Conservation practices are also mentioned. A useful list of references is appended.
HOLMES,0. W. Some Reflections on Business Archives. American Archivist, vol. 17, October 1954,
p. 291-304.
The author, connected with the National Archives and Records Service, expresses regret that this
address before the SAA could not have been made by a practicing business archivist. This was impossible for three reasons, one of which may be because of the usual reluctance of a business enterprise to publicize such programs. H e narrows his subject to noncurrent records of American business
although personally feels that the term, business archives, may properly refer to the totality of
business records. The author mentions several organizations that have promoted the preservation of
business records as a necessary part of business history. In appraising the results the author uses two
main topics: 1 ) the collecting of business archives by libraries and other collecting institutions
and 2 ) the preserving of business archives by the companies themselves. These programs are comN O V E M B E R 1959
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plementary to each other. H e says that the few properly developed archival programs can be
counted on the fingers of two hands. But they will grow. An earlier article by the same author on
"The Evaluation and Preservation of Business Archives" (American Arrbivi~t,vol. 1, October 1938,
p. 175-85), is typical of his pioneering.
HOWER,R. M. T h e Preservation of Business Records. Bulletin of the Business Historical Society Inc.,
vol. 11, nos. 4-5, November 1937 [whole nos. 66 and 671. Revised edition issued separately by the
Society in 1940. [Out of print)
This publication by D r . Hower, of the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration and
a well known business consultant, was widely distributed and possibly has had more influence in
the United States than any other piece of writing in its field according to one eminent archivist. It
is considered a basic educational document since it was the first effort toward providing a guidance
manual. T h e discussion is divided into four parts: 1 ) W h y business records should be preserved; 2 )
W h a t material should be selected for preservation; 3 ) How records should be preserved; 4 ) When
systematic preservation should be undertaken. A discussion of the actual practice of firms in selected
industries with regard to the preservation of business records appears in the appendix.
JOSEPHSON,B. E. Indexing. American Archiuist, vol. 10, April 1947, p. 133-50.
"Indexing" is a chapter from a Handbook for Historical Writers by the author, on leave at the
time, from the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society. Although there are many articles on
the subject, this specific one appears to fit the needs of archivists. Miss Josephson discusses the qualifications of a good indexer, defines her terms and emphasizes preliminary steps in indexing. Forty-five
rules or principles for adequate indexing are set forth. Excellent examples add to the clarity of the
discussion. Another excellent article o n indexing is one by W. R. Jillson on "The Indexing of Historical Materials" in the same publication (vol. 16, July 1953, p. 251-7).
KANE,L. M. A Guide for Collectors of Manuscripts. Sesuice Bulletin No. I , St. Paul: Minnesota
Historical Society, Revised 1955.
The author, Curator of Manuscripts of the Minnesota Historical Society, says it is important to
formulate a good collecting policy before one tries to locate material. Types of desiderata are discussed such as diaries, letters, scrapbooks, daybooks, minute books and personal documents. A practical discussion of processing and caring for these materials follows with a detailed example of an
arrangement scheme devised for a large group of personal papers before cataloging was attempted.
A simple system of cataloging is suggested for smaller collections rather than the complex system
used in the collection she administers. Although the emphasis of the paper is on historical society
problems, there is much of value in it for any beginner.
MACLEOD,J. Problems in Manuscript Cataloging. proceeding^, Tenth Annual Conference of the
American Theological Association, Berkeley, California, June 20-22, 1956, p. 43-8.
Mrs. Macleod, of the Manuscripts Division, Bancroft Library, presents an illuminating discussion
of cataloging problems and their solution. She points out that a librarian's training is usually "book
centered," which is not always too helpful in respect to the many problems encountered in arranging
and cataloging manuscripts. In the library the basic aim is to shelve books on the same and related
subject in close proximity whereas the keynote of archival practice is to keep together material from
a single source. The author discusses picture collections, the file of sources of material (either from
donor or dealer), arrangement of papers, cataloging and the problem of containers. She believes a
subject approach to archives is almost impossible to achieve and that each cataloger must work out
the matter of finding symbols to fit his own holdings.
Manuscripts and Archives. Library Trends, vol. 5 , January 1957, p. 309-416.
Entire issue is devoted to the subject and contains 12 articles by different authors under the editorship of W. G. Vail, New York Historical Society. While all articles are of interest to the archivist,
some are more pertinent to the foregoing discussion than others. For example, R. W. Lovett's essay
on the "Care and Handling of Non-Governmental Archives" tells first of the collection of business
manuscripts in the Baker Library of the Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University. H e points out that if only a few treasured pieces are sent to the library, they should be preserved carefully for they may form the nucleus of real archives. The essential steps in taking care of
institutional archives are reviewed. The author feels that individual business firms must bear the
cost of preserving their own archives, especially in the case of present-day buIky records. I n his
"Arrangement and Cataloging of Manuscripts" 0 . S. Dunkin, Folger Shakespeare Library, discusses
the principles of constructing a finding list which are two-the "catalogable unit" and "no conflict"
-with additional comments on collation, subject headings and additional records such as a chronological catalog. Among his views on qualifications he says: "Perhaps more important than either
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specialized knowledge or cataloging training is attitude. No cataloger is a good cataloger if he lacks
a profound scepticism and a passion for order. His job is to bring order out of chaos, and he cannot
do it well if he follows any rule or person blindly."
MARTIN,D . V. Use of Cataloging Techniques in Work with Records and Manuscripts. American
Archivist, vol. 18, October 1955, p. 317-36.
The Curator of Manuscripts in the Burton Historical Collection begins her discussion with this
statement: "Checklists, inventories, registrations of record groups, calendars, all are tools for the
control and servicing of record collections. The catalog is another variety of tool. Its function is to
serve as a key to the collection as a whole . . ." Preliminaries to cataloging are reviewed with suggestions of which items, such as maps, pictures, microfilm and broadsides, need special treatment.
Steps in cataloging are easy to follow because of the excellent examples the author has chosen to
illustrate her discussion. "Bibliographical Note" is an unusual and valuable feature of the article; it
is a chronological-historical approach to guides in cataloging of manuscripts covering the period
1900-1945.
MINOGUE,A. E. The Repair and Preservation of Records. Bulletins of the National Archives, no. 5,
September 1943. [Publication No. 25, 56 p.f
Technical and scientific aspects of the subject are discussed by the Acting Chief of the Division
of Repair and Preservation at the National Archives. Repair of loose papers includes a discussion of
cleaning, stain removal, treatment of faded ink and methods of reinforcing as well as of special
problems. Repair of bindings, seals and parchments is discussed in the next section. Special precautions in boxing, shelving and storing records to ensure preservation are covered. Special types
of records such as photographs and sound recordings are not discussed. An excellent bibliography
will be found in Appendix C. This could be still more valuable if brought up to date by an interested group. ( A more recent article on this subject by the same author appears in Library Trends,
vol. 5 , January 1957, p. 344-51.)
OVERMAN,
W . D. The Pendulum Swings. American Archivist, vol. 22, January 1959, p. 3-10.
Dr. Overman, of the Firestone Library and Archives and known as the pioneer business archivist,
in his presidential address before the Society of American Archivists, deals principally with the
problem of managing records of large business units with special emphasis on those records of
permanent value that are often referred to as historical or archival. H e states that archivists try to
preserve records of value to the economic historian and to others engaged in research in addition
to conserving records for current administrative use. He tells of the beginnings of this movement
and lists qualifications a business archivist should hdve. Prior to preparing his address one of Dr.
Overman's staff members sent a questionnaire to a selected 55 companies known to have a records
administration program. The 87 per cent return was excellent, but unfortunately only about half of
the firms have made any provision for the preservation of historical archives. Dr. Overman ends his
address with the plea to provide adequate material for the business historian of the future, warning
against the post-World War I "efficiency expert" who too often threw the baby out with the bath!
SHIFF,R. A. The Archivist's Role in Records Management. American Archivist, vol. 19, April 1956,
p. 111-20.
An address by the President of the National Records Management Council in which he states:
". . . Increasingly, the businessman is finding that the fund of his organization's recorded experience is an asset as surely as an item on a balance sheet, casting its shadow over income and
costs." H e points out that there are some who contend that the functions of archivist and records
manager cannot be fulfilled by the same person but he does not feel this is uniformly true. H e says
that few companies can reasonably maintain two separate positions and, if we are to have a general
archival and records management consciousness in business, it must be in conjunction with the ability
of the archivist or the records manager to serve the combined need.
SOLTOW,J. H. The Business Use of Business History. Business History Review, vol. 29, September
1955, p. 227-37.
A Research Associate of Colonial Williamsburg surveys the factors that have led to authorization
of company histories, experiences in selecting authors, uses to which company histories have actually
been put, impacts on employee, customer and public relations programs, and comparative costs incurred in specific instances. Although the author fails to discuss how the actual materials used in
preparing the history are assembled, the article is included for the benefit of the archivist who may
be called upon to serve on a business history committee. He mentions the bibliography by Dun and
Bradstreet that lists over 900 titles of company histories received in the firm's library up to mid.
1952, of which almost three-fourths were published since the end of World War 11. At this rate
(More)
of publication the number will soon have doubled.
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Symposium: Company Archives. Special Libraries, vol. 46, January 1955, p. 7-17.
Handling company archival material was the theme of a symposium sponsored by the SLA Insurance Division in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1954. The accessioning system of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Archives is described by N. Akers, supplemented by comments on types of materials,
staff, duties and activities. R. Parks discusses the historical records of the National Safety Council
with some emphasis on the care of its publications. V. Wolfsberg approaches the problem from the
viewpoint of selection, classification and organization of archives belonging to the St. Paul Fire and
Marine Insurance Company. E. McCall, librarian of the Insurance Company of North America,
reports useful information in caring for archives submitted by librarians and curators of historical
collections in the Philadelphia area. These cover appraisal, preliminary handling, housing and
preservation.

Nominating Committee Report 1959-1960
-The Nominating Committee presents to the Executive Board the following candidates for office, all
of whom have accepted the nomination:
President
WINIFREDSEWELL
Squibb Institute for Medical Research
New Brunswick, New Jersey
EUGENEJACKSON
General Motors Corp.
Research Laboratory
Warren, Michigan
ROBERTGIBSON,JR.
Battelle Memorial Institute
Columbus, Ohio

First Vice-president and President-Elect
PAULWASSERMAN
Cornell University Graduate School of Business
& Public Administration
Ithaca, New York
Second Vice-president
PAULKNAPP
The Ohio Oil Company
Denver Research Center
Littleton, Colorado

MRS. IRENER. CAMPBELL
University of Cincinnati
Kettering Laboratory, College of Medicine
Cincinnati, Ohio
MRS. ELEANOR
B. ALLEN
University of Pennsylvania
The Lippincott Library
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Secretary
MRS. JEANNEB. NORTH
United Aircraft Corporation
East Hartford, Connecticut
Treasurer
OLIVEE. KENNEDY
Rockefeller Office Library
New York, New York

Director (Three Years)
(Elect One)
SARAA. AULL
MRS. EDITHT . ATKINSON
University of Houston
Louisiana State Library
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Houston, Texas
(Elect One)
MRS. ELIZABETHR. USHER
NATALIEN . NICHOLSON
Metropolitan Museum of Art
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
New York, New York
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Respectfully submitted: MARYANN
DUGGAN,
MRS.VERAHALLORAN,
MRS.MIRIAMM. LANDUYT,
PAULW . RILEYand
GRIEGASPNES,Chairman

Members continuing to serve on the Executive Board for 1960-1961 will be Immediate Past-President,
DR. BURTONW. ADKINSON,and Directors LORRAINECIBOCH,W . ROY HOLLEMAN,ALVINAF.
WASSENBERG
and DONALDWASSON.
Further nominations may be made upon written petition of ten voting members in good standing.
Such petitions, accompanied by written acceptance of the nominees, must be filed with the Executive
Secretary of Special Libraries Association at Association Headquarters not later than three months
prior to the Annual Meeting.
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Answering Metallurgical Questions
by Machine: A Progress Report
MARJORIE R. HYSLOP, Editor
A S M Review o f M e t a l Literature, Novelty, Ohio

M and more has been

UCH HAS B E E N SAID

written about the PerryKent system of semantic
factoring upon which the
ASM mechanized literature searching experiment
is based. An impression
seems to be abroad that it uses a complex,
difficult and involved method of subiect analysis, but it should be remembered that any
system utilizing modern electronic circuits
and the com~lexities
of business machines
I
and computers for its functioning is bound
to seem intricate and frightening to those
who are used to dealing with such "simple"
things as words. ( I say this with tongue in
cheek.) That the system is not really as complex as it appears on the surface, I intend to
demonstrate somewhat later.
Also some new ideas regarding costs of
machine searching versus costs of conventional searching, which we believe to be of
fundamental importance, have been developed from this program. However, the first
purpose of this progress report will be to
describe the present status of the ASM
mechanized searching project, how much
work has been done, when commercial service is likely to be available, how it will
operate, what it can and what it can not do.
As most of you probably know, in 1955
the Board of Trustees of the American Society for Metals appropriated $75,000 to
perform a pilot plant experiment under contract to the Center for Documentation and
Communication Research at Western Reserve University, to determine whether or
not machine searching of metallurgical literature was feasible. Last summer-some
three and a half years later-it
was anPaper presented before the Metals Division, June
2, 1959 at the SLA Convention in Atlantic City,

N. J.
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nounced that the answer to this question was
"yes" and that the rate of preparation for an
operating service would be stepped up.
W e can now consider that the research
phase of the program has been completed;
the routines of encoding and searching have
been developed, proved and refined. The
past year, therefore, has been devoted to
feeding more information into the system
(encoding of 7500 abstracts annually, instead of 5000) and continuing on a slightly
different basis the test program begun during the preceding year.
An extremely important milestone was
passed in March of this year when a contract was signed to build a high-speed commercial counterpart of the slow-speed experimental searching selector designed and
built at Western Reserve University. The
machine is being built by General Electric
Company for Western Reserve University
and delivery is promised sometime between
January and March, 1960. This is a heartening vote of confidence in the system developed at WRU, since obviously the General
Electric Company anticipates a fairly wide
sale for these new machines.
Metallurgical Literature Searching Service

While the old experimental selector is
limited to a searching rate of 30 abstracts
per hour, the commercial machine will be
able to race through 100,000 per hourcertainly much more than the metallurgical
literature output can ever throw at it! Thus
it becomes possible that an operating metallurgical literature searching service could be
offered sometime in 1960." While it is still
too soon to lay down definite specifications

* EDITOR'S NOTE:Since this paper was written,
the American Society for Metals has authorized
the start of a searching service in early 1960. Details are in a news note on page 450 in this issue.

for the future ASM metals literature searching service, some fairly clear-cut statements
can now be made as to its purpose, scope and
services.
The purpoJe will be to provide a selccting, abstracting and searching service covering the world's published metallurgical
literature. Emphasis will be placed on
promptness, comprehensiveness, thoroughness of indexing and efficiency of retrieval.
N o attempt will be made to evaluate information critically or to provide specific items of
information not available in the published
literature. In other words it will not be a
consulting service.
As to subject matter the scope will be the
same as that of the A S M Review of Metal
Literature, as outlined in its chapter headings
in the bound volume. Briefly it will cover all
metals, all their production processes, fabrication methods, properties and applications,
equipment, and fuels and refractories where
pertinent to metallurgical processes.
As far as sources of information are concerned, the interpretation of "published"
literature is quite broad. It will of course lean
most heavily upon the world's technical and
scientific ~eriodicalliterature. Miscellaneous
materia1 will include as large a segment of
the unclassified government report literature
as we can lav our hands on. and efforts are
currently being made to broaden this coverage. Monographs from private sources,
commercial publications containing valuable
technical information, even mimeographed
papers will be included just as long as they
are. fairly readily available either on request
or by purchase.
As to quantity, the A S M Review of Metal
Literature is currently abstracting at the rate
of 12,000 items per year, and this will probably be stepped up only slightly in 1960.
W e contemplate that the rate of encoding
these 12,000 documents into the machine
system will be stepped up from the present
input of 7500 per year to include almost the
entire 12,000. At the present time there exists a backlog of about 13,000 items in the
machine system, giving somewhat spotty coverage of years prior to 1959.
The abstracting service will be continued
exactly as in the past-that
is to say, the

American Society for Metals will continue to
support and distribute, free to ASM members
and at a nominal cost to others, the ASM Review of Metal Literature, both in the
monthly installments and as an annual bound
and indexed volume. The abstracts will continue to carry the ASM-SLA code symbols.
The searching ~erz~ice,
in the beginning at
least, will be limited to what we call a "current awareness" type of service. The retrospective searching service, which would entail the compilation of bibliographies of
previously published information, will not
be available until a great deal more material has been fed into the machine "library." In the current awareness service, a
subscriber would be given the opportunity
to specify exactly the segment of the metallurgical literature in which he is interested.
These specifications can range all the way
from very broad and generic coverage to
very specific and quite complex limitations.
Searches will be made at one-week, twoweek or monthly intervals as requested. The
material searched at these intervals will be
the current metallurgical literature being
simultaneously abstracted for the A S M Review of Metal Literature. It will not, however, be necessary to wait for publication of
the abstracts-that is to say, current literature
citations can be fed into the searching service in a matter of days after receipt of the
original document at the Information Center.
The form in which the information is
delivered to the subscriber can also be varied.
The most common and useful service will
probably be a collection of abstracts of pertinent literature, although a simple list of
titles and sources may be adequate for some
customers. Photocopies of original documents selected by the search will also be
available on request and at cost. The subscriber will have the opportunity of changing his question at any time during the year
that the area of his interest may change.
How the System Works

The method of subject analysis used for
feeding information into the machine system is the product of more than ten years of
research and development. It is not, as so
many think, a product of an Einsteinian
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

mium plating on zinc die castings. More
subtle relationships can also be shown, and
this is the part of the indexing operation
that seems to be most confusing. It is here
that Messrs Perry and Kent speak of "role
indicators" which tag a particular English
word or phrase with such functions as "starting material," "material processed," "property given," "property determined," "process," "component." Actually there are only
2 1 of these role indicators, and some of them
are rarely used. Here, though it is not technically necessary, the indexers prefer to
memorize a simple three-letter code for each
function designated as a role indicator.
Figure 1 is a skeleton example of a telegraphic abstract. The indexer finds that the
document deals with several types of stainless steel, also with Discaloy, Waspaloy and
Udimet 500. He writes these alloys down on
the right side of the form sheet. He doesn't
have to worry about their composition because the code dictionary will take care of
this for him. Through the code dictionary
the machine will also record, for future
searches, the fact that these are corrosion
resisting and heat resisting materials. Now
the indexer determines from the document
that these five materials are being processed
by vacuum melting, so he assigns to each of
them the role indicator KEJ, which means
"material processed." He also determines
that properties are given for these materials
so he assigns the role indicator KOV, which
means "properties given for."
On the right side he next writes the indexing term "arc melting." This is a "process"
and takes the role indicator KAM. Next,
melting is done in a vacuum-a condition,
KAH. "Mechanical properties" and "gas
content" are mentioned. These are both properties; they are not only "properties determined" (KUP) but "properties influenced"
by arc melting (KAP) .
This is only a small portion of the complete telegraphic abstract, and only part
of the grammar-commas
and dashes-is
shown. N o one ever heard of starting a
sentence with a comma, but the machine has
its own ideas about grammar.
T o sum up, the indexer, in preparing a so
called "telegraphic abstract" merely selects

QUALITYIMPROVEMENT
IN STAINLESS
STEELSAND ALLOYSBY VACUUM
MELTING

1

Roll Indicator

, KOV. KEJ.

(

Description

Stainless steel Type 403

, KOV. KEJ.

Stainless steel Type 431

, KOV. KEJ.

Discaloy

, KOV. KEJ.

Waspaloy

, KOV. KEJ.

Udimet 500

, -KAM.
, KAH.

Arc melting

,-KUP. KAP.

Mechanical properties

, KUP. KAP.

Gas content

Vacuum

Figure 1. Brief example of a telegraphic
abstract taken from an actual reference.
Only a few of the descriptors are listed.

key indexing words or phrases from the document and writes them down in English
without regard to whether they are in the
code dictionary or whether there are synonyms or alternative expressions. He indicates the function of the indexing terms by
assigning one or more of 21 three-letter role
indicator codes, and he ties related things
together by means of four simple punctuation marks. The machine does the rest.
The Test Program

An important phase of the research project was a continuing and carefully worked
out test program. The first stage of testing
was started in September 1957, when ASM
members were invited to submit subjects for
test searches. More than 150 questions were
received, analyzed and programed for the
machine. At that time the amount of encoded literature available for machine search
was small and spotty-only a portion of the
metallurgical literature of 1955 and 1956.
Nevertheless the tests were invaluable in developing machine routines, smoothing out
the kinks and training personnel. Some results of this first test program were reported
by Janet Rees and Allen Kent in American
Documentation, October 1958. By last summer there was sufficient evidence of the
practical workability of the system to deterSPECIAL LIBRARIES

mine that the research had proved its point;
we were ready for the development stage.
The second stage of the testing program
started at the beginning of 1959. At this
time the rate of encoding, as mentioned previously, was stepped up to 7500 documents
representing 60 per cent of the material
currently being abstracted for the ASM Review of Metal Literature. (Conventional and
telegraphic abstracts are now being prepared
simultaneously for these 7500.) On the assumption that the 7500 documents represent
the cream of the metallurgical literature, a
reasonable facsimile of an operating current
awareness type of service seemed possible.
Because of the slow operation of the experimental machine, the number of questions
that could be searched was limited to ten.
These ten questions were selected to represent important current problems to each of
ten cooperating firms or organizations ; they
represented a good cross section of the subject matter, a range of complexity and a
diverse group of collaborators including research laboratories, metallurgical departments
of large companies, company libraries, government departments and a university. Also
the program was designed to tax the resources of the system and the machine to the
utmost.
This test program operates as follows:
Each of the ten collaborators submitted a
briefly stated question plus a paragraph or
more of detail stating the precise requirements of the subject covered, why the information is wanted, how it is to be used,
what processing, materials and products are
involved and side issues that might be of
peripheral interest. Each question was then
analyzed (that is to say a counterpart of the
telegraphic abstract was prepared), and the
machine was permanently programed to
search these ten questions. At two-week intervals the new abstracts that have accumulated and have been encoded, are fed
through the machine, and abstracts pertinent
to each of the ten questions are selected.
Photocopies of the abstracts are mailed to
the collaborators, together with form sheets
on which they are requested to indicate
whether the material selected is pertinent,
peripheral or nonpertinent.
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Results of the Tests

It is still too early in this program for the
collaborators to give any conclusive evaluations or for us to compile any statistical results. Yet the program has already taught us
a number of specific things, and agreement
on some generalities definitely appears. Furthermore the program is proving invaluable
in giving us a much clearer idea of the requirements and demands of a commercial
service than we had before. Also it is providing reliable information for computing
costs.
General trends showing up from these
tests can be discussed in four categories:
1. Coverage of the Literature. The general
consensus seemed to be that coverage is very
good, even though only 7500 of the 12,000
abstracts published annually in the Review
of Metal Literature are included. Coverage
of the journal literature appears to be particularly good; the collaborators were asked
to report back any material pertinent to their
questions that they uncovered in the normal
course of events and that was not called to
their attention by the machine search. Only
a few such journal articles were reported,
and almost all the omissions from the machine search were either a human error or
because of a time lag in the machine search.
One important gap in coverage was revealed by the test-namely government reports. It would be extremely difficult to cover
these completely, but the problem can be
solved and must be solved before a commercial service is undertaken.
Somewhat related to coverage is the matter of selectivity. Some of our collaborators
pointed out that the material sent included
rehashes, reviews and general mentions of
the subject that were not new and therefore
of little interest to them. This is a matter of
abstracting policy; it is not our intention to
provide a critical evaluation of the literature.
This policy is based on economics; provision
of critical evaluation would skyrocket costs,
and one of our objectives is to provide a
service at a price that 99 out of a hundred
librarians can afford---or to state it better,
one that they cannot afford to do without.
2. Timeliness. All the collaborators, except
the two librarians in the group, were non-
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committal with regard to the promptness of
providing abstracts following publication of
original documents. Both the librarians felt
that our "current awareness" was not sufficiently current to be useful to them. In other
words their own routines brought pertinent
literature citations to their attention sooner
than abstracts were delivered to them by the
service. This is certainly a tribute to the efficiency of these two libraries (and no doubt
of metals libraries in general) and the services they are giving their companies, because we pride ourselves on maintaining an
unusually prompt abstracting schedule. Both
librarians indicated that they might be interested in occasional bibliographic searches,
and this service is one of the important longrange objectives of the ASM Metals Documentation Service.
This negative reaction to timeliness does
not worry us particuIarly at the present time.
This is because we know the reasons and are
sure they can be corrected in a commercial
service. One of the important reasons is
present reliance on a slow-speed machine.
When the commercial machine is delivered,
not only its vastly greater speed but also its
more highly refined automation will clear
away many of the road blocks inherent in an
experimental machine. Other expedients having to do with staff operations and routines
will also be adopted in a commercial service
so as to put the service practically on a dayto-day basis.
3. Pertinency. The nature of the Perry-Kent
system is such that the problem of "false
drops" should be nonexistent; all abstracts
selected by the machine should be pertinent
to the subject of the search. In asking the
collaborators for an evaluation, they were
requested to check each abstract to indicate
whether it was pertinent to the question, of
peripheral interest or nonpertinent. Each of
those marked nonpertinent was then critically examined by the Documentation Center
staff. In almost every instance the reason for
nonpertinency could be traced back to misinterpretation-or
too broad an interpretation-of
the question. During the first runs
the search was purposely made broader than
the staff felt to be necessary. This was done
to insure that all pertinent information was

selected and that material of peripheral interest might also be included. Analysis of
the first evaluations from the collaborator
then served to narrow down the scope of the
question, placing the emphasis where it was
really wanted.
This points up the difficulty, so well
known in conventional as well as machine
searching, of properly interpreting a search
question. Every reference librarian is acquainted with this problem. In our tests it
was minimized by our requests for detailed
explanation and analysis of the questions.
Nevertheless we still find a tendency to
cover too much area, and some of the questions were more susceptible to this than
others. One of the subjects being searched,
for example, is quite precise-"ductility
of
beryllium." This has definite limitations, and
the interpretations of ductility and of beryllium are unambiguous. Our record on pertinency was good.
Another example of a clear-cut, easily defined question is one on vacuum melting of
nickel-containing materials, use of nickel in
the apparatus and equipment used in vacuum
melting and the effect of vacuum melting on
the properties of these materials. N o nonpertinent references were selected in this
search.
At the other end of the spectrum is a question on "notch sensitivity of high strength
steel." Even with all the refinements built
into the code dictionary, we know that high
strength steel must be further defined. The
analysis of the question showed that it
should include only steels of 230,000 psi.
yield strength and above; these may be hot
die steels, low-alloy steels such as 4340,
martensitic stainless steels and PH stainless
steels. Notch sensitivity also needs defining.
The question analysis says "metallurgical
notches such as are imposed by welding and
mechanical notches of various sorts." Well,
we really cut our eye teeth on that one and
snowed the collaborator under with 234 abstracts, only nine of which he judged to be
pertinent and 31 to be of peripheral interest!
In all fairness, he did admit frankly that the
fault was more his than ours because, despite his initial effort of half a page, the
question was still ambiguously stated.
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4. Cost Studies. Careful records of costs
have been kept since the very beginning of
the project and have been subjected to continuing analysis. While these studies have
consistently indicated that a service can be
offered at a reasonable cost and should be
able to pay its own way, it would be dangerous-and
perhaps misleading-to
set
even tentative prices as yet.
The test program has, however, resulted
in some general conclusions with regard to
costs of machine searching as compared to
costs of conventional searching. These can
best be illustrated by Figure 2, which plots
cost of answering a question on the vertical
ordinate and type of question on the horizontal. The solid line represents conventional
searching and the dashed line machine
searching. The type of questions ranges
from factual information to a rather illdefined research assignment. T o illustrate,
these are examples of requests for factual inNOVEMBER 1959

formation which have been received. (Area
A, Figure 2) :
1. In what proportions or percentages is aluminum
soluble in titanium, hafnium and zirconium?
2. What temperature must stainless steel Type 309
or 310 be heated to, and for how long to obtain a
magnetic transformation?

Turning back to Figure 2, the curves show
that the cost of retrieving factual information is considerably les; by conventional
methods than by machine searching. In fact
the dashed line for the machine curve in
Area A shouldn't be there at all because it
isn't possible to retrieve facts-at
least in
the ASM system-but only to locate sources
where the information might be contained.
The conventional searching curve is based on
the assumption that the search will be made
by a trained librarian or documentalist or
scientist who is familiar with the limited
number of reference books or similar sources
where the information is likely to be found

and he can therefore go directly to it without
much lost time or motion.
The central and largest part of the graph
is devoted to the questions having at least
one generic aspect and couched in terms that
are fairly well defined. The cost of searching
such questions by machine is approximately
the same as the cost of locating factual information by machine (if the latter could be
done) because the machine must go through
its entire library; it cannot discriminate.
However, the cost of searching this type of
question by conventional means rises rapidly,
both because of brain power for analysis of
question and labor to scan a large bulk of
material. Sample types of questions in this
area are (Area B) :
1. W e are interested in the vacuum melting of
nickel-containing materials as well as the use of
nickel in the apparatus and equipment used in
vacuum melting. Also the effect that vacuum melting has on the properties of these materials
2. Methods of relieving residual stresses in aluminum alloys.

In the previous discussion of pertinency
we have already mentioned the first two of
these and contrasted them to the type of
questions in which the terminology is vague
and difficult to pinpoint from the indexing
point of view. Examples are (Area C) :
1. Notch sensitivity of high strength steels.
2. A comparison of physical characteristics of
metal parts made by casting, forging and by powder metallurgy techniques. This should include
high-temperature tensile and stress-rupture data,
strength, ductility, elasticity, conductivity. W e are
primarily interested in nickel and copper but hope
eventually to include lead, nickel-base alloys, CObalt, chromium, molybdenum, tungsten, silver and
stainless steel.

These constitute real research problems,
and whether the search is done by machine
or by conventional tools, some highly
skiIIed Iibrarv and technical talent is necessary to interpret and define the area of
search and analyze the results. Costs of doing this are shown in Area C of Figure 2 ; the
principal reason the cost by machine is considerably lower than by conventional meth-
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ods is that in the first the operator does only
the brain work, in the second the operator
also laboriously turns pages.
One more example is a question which
would land at about the point marked " X
in Figure 2:
1. W e are interested in the broad field of the use
of aluminum as a bearing material. Of particular
use would be the method of manufacture, chemical and mechanical properties of alloys and metallography.

Here we have two clear generic concepts,
"aluminum" and "bearings," and since the
question covers such a broad field of manufacture, properties and applications, almost
anything answering to this combination of
two terms should be pertinent. The joker is
that the question includes properties and
metallography of aluminum alloys used for
bearings and not just the properties of the
b e a h g s themselves. So to make sure that
nothing is missed it was necessary to consult a reference book to determine what
types of aluminum alloys are used for bearings and include all these types in the machine program. In other words, a minor
amount of preliminary research was necessary, and this must be added to the cost of
machine work.
Conclusion
I think it should be obvious from the
curves in Figure 2 and the test results that
machine searching will never supplant a
good metals librarian. Companies that are
fortunate or foresighted enough to have
good technical libraries will benefit from a
searching service because it will relieve the
librarians of the laborious job of turning
pages and checking references and will free
their time and energy for the more challenging and stimulating aspects of library work,
particularly toward the research assignment
end of our spectrum.
For the metallurgist and research workers
who do not have the services of a good librarian and a good library, it should be just
what the doctor ordered.

CHRISTMAS IS C O M I N G ! Give your librarian friends a subscription to Special Libraries ($7 U. S.; $7.50
elsewhere) or Technical Book Review Index ($7.50 U. S.; $S elsewhere).
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Some Thoughts on Improved
Technical Information Service
HARRY B. GOODWIN, Consultant, Department of Metallurgy
Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio

1 UNDERSTAND it,
my role is to present the "customer's"
point of view about information service. What
kind of information service does the user of techrant ? Unfortunately, there
is probably no suzh thing as a "typical"
user of technical information. Every engineer and scientist has a different set of requirements. What I have to say, then, is
simply the considered opinion of one metallurgist.
This metallurgist, in addition to being an
individual user of technical information, has
had some experience in helping to operate a
large information center. Many of you have
undoubtedly heard of the Defense Metals
Information Center at Battelle Memorial Institute and its predecessor, the Titanium
Metallurgical ~ a L o r a t o r ~It. was my privilege to serve as "second in command" of
this operation for over two years. Briefly, our
initial mission was to operate, under a contract from Uncle Sam, a clearinghouse for
technical information on titanium primarily
for the benefit of defense contractors. As
the change in name implies, a little over a
year ago the scope was broadened to cover
certain other metals also. This operation was
and is conducted through a sort of dual organization of technical people on the one
hand and information specialists on the
other. Requests for information are generally
referred to the appropriate technical specialist, who in turn depends on his opposite
number in the information group for the
location, storage and retrieval of pertinent
written information. It was my job to try to
Paper presented before the Metals Division, June
2, 1959, at the SLA Convention in Atlantic City,

N. J.
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keep these two groups working harmoniously together. This paper is not about the
Defense Metals Information Center, but I
mention this experience to make the point
that I do have some qualifications to talk
about information service.
Things Engineers Want and Do Not Want
From an Information Service

Much is heard of the "information problem." From this observer's point of view, it
appears to have two aspects: I ) the time gap
between the time information is generated
and the time it is generally available is too
long; and 2) the flood of printed matter is
so great that it completely engulfs us. Not
only is there too much material, but worse
yet one finds himself reading things he
doesn't want to read while simultaneously
missing things that he should be reading.
There are a number of things an engineer
or scientist would like from an ideal information service, and the following lists some
that appear to be important:
1. T o receive the technical information desired.
2. To receive it when he wants it-neither
before nor after. To make this possible, information must be received in <he information storage (library or otherwise) as soon
as possible after it's generated.
3. To receive it in the briefest ~ossibleform.
4. To have it presented in order of importance.
5. To receive necessary auxiliary information
without asking for it.
6. To know the degree of reliability of the
information.
7. To know the authority for the information (source).
8. If he doesn't receive the information, to
be told positively that it does not exist.
9. To receive the information with as little

effort on his part as possible-automatically
in most cases.
10. To be screened from undesired information or from desired information at the
wrong time.
There is nothing very new or startling
about these ten points. For the most part
they are self-evident. However, no matter
how sophisticated we become, it's helpful
now and then to go back and review first
principles-to
ask ourselves all over again
just exactly what we are trying to do.
To me at least, there also appear to be
some things that engineers and scientists
definitely do not want from an information
service. Two types of responses that are not
very satisfying are:
1. A list of references in place of information desired. (However, sometimes references are the information desired.)
2. T o be told, "We don't have the information but you can probably obtain it at -".

With respect to point two, the library or
information center should always obtain material for the engineer rather than simply referring him to another source.
In the operation of the Defense Metals
Information Center, it has been very apparent that one characteristic a good information service must have is aggressiveness. One
must be aggressive in both collecting and
disseminating information. To be really up
to date in a field, a continual active campaign
to seek out new information is necessary. If
you sit and wait for reports and articles to
come to you, you'll receive only half of the
information and receive it months or years
late. W e made 700 plant visits all over the
United States and Canada in the first two
years of our operation. In addition, there
were hundreds of letters. W e badgered people to write up their information or to let
us write it up. Similarly, it was necessary to
be aggressive in disseminating information.
If you wait for the people who should have
the information to come to you, you'll twiddle your thumbs. You must ask yourselves
who needs this information and then take
it to them. In effect, whether you are catering only to the staff of your own company

or to a wider audience, you have to carry on
a sales campaign, even though you are offering a free service.
Some Types of Information Required

While reviewing first principles, it may be
helpful to look at the requirements for an
information service from a different point of
view and consider the types of information
an engineer or scientist might want. Five
different kinds of information requirements
are:
1. To be kept informed it2 detail on new information in certain subject areas.
2. T o be informed when especially valuable
new discussions, analyses or interpretations
appear that organize the existing knowledge
in these subject areas in a better way. (No
new information.)
3 . To be kept informed in general (news
type information) in other subject areas.
4. To find the answers to specific questions
or to find information on specific subjects.
(Range in complexity from simple facts to
detailed engineering help involving analysis
and judgment.)
5. To have called to their attention new and
stimulating developments or facts in fields
in which they are rzot presently interested
but in which they might become interested if
they knew of new facts or developments.

The last point may need amplification.
Essentially, this says that an ideal information service would know what the engineer
wanted without being told, even when the
engineer himself did not know. I'm not at
all sure that this can ever be put on any organized basis or become a function of a
formally organized information center. Yet
it is a very important information requirement indeed, for this is the way interests
grow and we become broadened. For most
of us, this requirement is now filled in a
very hit or miss way-by scanning journals
and newspapers, news letters, new book
lists, by informal conversation, through radio
and television, through meetings, through
advertising and many other media. Note
that if point five were removed, there
wouldn't be any mechanism by which a man
could ever become interested in new fields.
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These five requirements represent a pretty
tall order. Moreover, the task of the information center is made more complicated by
the fact there is feedback in the process of
supplying information. What this means is
that while the information supplied to an
engineer should be determined by his interests, the reverse is also true. The engineer's interests, in turn, are greatly modified
by the information that is supplied to him.
Evaluation Requirements

In my experience, most engineers and scientists often have an important additional
requirement for an information service. They
want an evduation of the information supplied to them. This requirement is not so
universal as some of the others. Engineers
who are highly experienced in the technical
field covered by an article or report will
probably make their own evaluation of the
information, although they may also be interested in what other experts in the field
think about an article. t ow ever, engineers
seeking information in a technical field that
is new to them usually would like some help
in evaluating the information.
Some of the things such an engineer might
like to know about an article to help him
evaluate it are:
1 . Type of material presented
Experimental results
Review
Theoretical discussion
New analysis or interpretation
News items
2. Amount of new information (not previously published)
Considerable
Some
None
3. Intended audience
Experts in field (highly scientific or
technical)
Persons familiar with the field
Technically trained non-specialists
Management
General public
4. Authenticity
All recognized authorities agree
Controversial
Open to question
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Insufficient information given to judge
validity of reported results or conclusions
5 . Degree of detail
Very detailed
Detailed
General
Superficial
It is evident that library people alone can't
evaluate information. Technical people are
needed for this. This, of course, is in line
with the general trend lately to bring more
technical people into the technical library
operation.
Machine Literature Searching

There has been a lot of talk about machine literature searching. Many people have
asked us why we haven't used machine
methods more extensively." The answer is
simply that we don't feel that any existing
machine offers any advantage over the special multiple-entry filing system developed
at Battelle and now being used. A machine
that will do nothing more than locate, in a
stack of random cards, all cards dealing with
a particular combination of subjects seems
to us to be an elegant solution to a nonexistent problem. So far, we have not found
retrieval of stored information to be a particular problem. W e think that undue preoccupation with machinery diverts attention
from what we have found to be the really
important problems-collection and dissemination of information.
W e are heartily in favor of the various
experiments in machine literature searching
now in progress. There was a time back in
about 1900 when, if you had to go to a
neighboring town a few miles away, you
were probably more certain to get there by
horse and buggy than by automobile. Forward looking people, however, did not ad-

* Parenthetically it should be mentioned that one
phase of the DMIC operation is handled entirely
by machine. This involves the tabulation, correlation, analysis, storage and dissemination of numerical data on alloy properties (in connection with
the Department of Defense Titanium Sheet-Rolling Program). Present machines are well suited
for handling easily categorized numerical data.
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vocate abandoning development of the automobile. I think we are in an analogous
position today with respect to handling information by machine. When we were confronted with the actual job of operating the
Defense Metals Information Center, we
chose horse and buggy methods because we
knew they would work. But, concurrently,
we are all for the development of better
methods. Battelle Institute is actively interested in machine development.
Machines will be really useful when they
can do some analysis, interpretation and synthesis of information. An example would be
finding new relationships not brought out in
any single document, by putting together
information from two or more documents.
Another would be grouping items of information in new ways not conceived by
either the original author or the person who
entered the information in the machine. The
encouraging thing is that there is good
reason to believe that machines can be made
to do this sort of thing.
Let me close with two additional thoughts.
First, it is evident that radical improvement in information availability is going to
require changes on the part of authors as
well as scientists and engineers in general,
in addition to changes in the library and information field.
Finally, I think as a nation we have approached this technical information problem
very timidly. Last year the total United States
research budget was eight billion dollars.
It doesn't seem unreasonable to spend five
per cent of this on properly recording, storing, disseminating and using the information
generated. This would be a sum of 400
million dollars annually. But people engaged
in research and development constitute only
part of the market for technical information.
There must be at least an equal demand
from people outside of research. Perhaps one
billion dollars annually would be a reasonable expenditure to solve the technical information problem.
Only if scientific people and information
people together demand it, will this kind of
support be forthcoming. It should come from
those who finance the research, that is, industry and government.

Special Libraries Fifty Years Ago
Many of the large manufacturing plants
and other business enterprises are realizing
the need of special libraries to keep their
business abreast of the times. The utility of
building on the published experience of the
past in similar undertakings needs no further
proof than the success which these libraries
are having in hundreds of industries.
Many industries, especially the smaller
ones are, however, not able to maintain such
libraries successfully. These are the ones
which will find the co-operation of the public
library a business asset. Every city has hundreds of industries. Many of these depend
upon processes which are similar, if not
identical; the same trades prevail throughout
large numbers of them; the same technical
literature will aid hundreds of them and
thousands of their workers. Each industry
cannot maintain its own library, therefore
the obvious thing to d o is to maintain a central collection; and the proper place for such
a collection is the public library. The cooperation of many manufacturers and the
public can bring to each the resources of
the technical literature of the world. . . .
No better commendation of this plan can
be given than that given by Andrew Carnegie more than twenty years ago:
"In the course of my experience as a manufacturer I know our firm has made many
mistakes by neglecting one simple rule,
'never to undertake anything new until your
managers have had an opportunity to examine everything that has been done
throughout this world in that department.'
Neglect of this has cost us many hundreds of
thousands of dollars, and we have become
wise. Now I say here to the man who is
ambitious to learn, who, perhaps, thinks that
he has some improvement in his mind, here
i n the rooms of this library there is, or I
hope soon will be, the whole world's experie n c e upon that subject brought right before
you down to a recent date. In any question
of mechanics or any question of chemistry,
any question of furnace practice, you will
find the records of the world a t your disposal here. If you are on the wrong track,
these books will tell you; if you are on the
right track, they will afford you encouragement."
SPECIAL LIBRARIES, November 1910, p. 65-6
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Literature Obsolescence at a British
and an American Aeronautical Library
GORDON E. RANDALL, Manager
Technical Information Branch, ARO, Inc., Tullahoma, Tennessee

NE THING

the British aeronautical en-

0 gineer has in common with his
American counterpart is a decided prefer-

ence for recent information. Nearly 40
per cent of the reports the aeronautical engineers borrow are current-year publications, and 90 per cent were published
within the last ten years. The same trend
exists for the periodicals they borrow
from other than current routing.
"
Their common interest was disclosed
when a three months' study of the periodical and report lending records was made
in the Arnold Engineering Development
Center (AEDC) Library for comparison
with the results of two studies conducted
at the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE)
Library by C. W . J. Wilson.*
The studies indicated a number of differences between the borrowing practices
of the British and American library user,
but they are minor compared with the
similarity of the obsolescence rate of the
periodical and report literature at the two
libraries.
RAE and AEDC Libraries

Both libraries provide the customary information services to aeronautical and allied engineering sciences personnel. T h e
Royal Aircraft Establishment is the United
Kingdom counterpart to the American
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (now the National Aeronautics

* The author is indebted to the RAE Librarian,
R. C. Wright, for permission to use the data obtained by Wilson during the RAE studies. The
study on report loans may be found in Aslib
Proreeditzgs vol. 10, no. 8, August 1958, p. 1942 0 0 ; the data on periodical loans at RAE was
taken from the unpublished paper on the study
conducted in the RAE Library.
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and Space Administration). It is primarily
a research activity in the field of aeronautics. The library system consists of a
central and departmental libraries.
The Arnold Engineering Development
Center, one of the U. S. Air Force Air Research and Development Command installations, is a developmental center for
the testing of advance designs of aircraft,
missiles and propulsion systems in a complex of wind tunnels. T h e AEDC Library,
an organizational component of ARO,
Inc., provides service from a single library to the employees of the Air Force,
the Corps of Engineers and ARO, Inc.
Literature Use Studies

As the basis for its study of report use,
the RAE Library recorded the date and
source of each of the 1154 reports on loan
from the Aerodynamics Department Library in December 1957. The periodical
study, however, lasted an entire year, and
the basis of the statistics was the loan record for each issue returned to the main
library during 1957.
Aerodynamics Department reports were
not included in the report study because
they were issued, rather than lent, to Department personnel. The RAE Library
also disregarded the records on the periodical issues that were routed to the Departments within the Establishment and
limited the circulation study to the individual issues borrowed from and returned
to the main library.
T h e AEDC Library conducted its studies during the three months period from
October through December 1958. T o obtain comparative data, AEDC report loans
were not included because these, like the
Aerodynamics Department reports, were
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formed only 16 per cent of the AEDC Library loans (Figure 2). The Britisher has
a slightly stronger allegiance for British
periodicals than he has for British reports;
nearly half (45 per cent) of the periodical
issues borrowed from the RAE were domestic and less than a third were of American origin. Of the 166 periodical titles
borrowed from the AEDC Library during
the study only 20 per cent were imported
titles.
The American makes much more use of
reports from universities and commercial
firms than does the RAE Library user. The
United States government practice of financing numerous research projects in
both universities and in industry has resulted in the production of a large number
of reports available to United States organizations. The British government does

issued rather than lent. Also disregarded
by the AEDC Library were the 2000 issues
o i current iournals lent as a result of the
circulation of contents pages each month,
as they were assumed to be comparable
with the RAE periodicals routed to the
various ~ e ~ a r t m e n t s .
Comparison of Results of Studies

For those with statistical inclination, the
findings of the studies are consolidated in
three tables (see Figures 1, 2 and 3).
One of the obvious differences between
the British scientist or engineer and his
American counterpart is the willingness of
the RAE Library user to borrow American produced information (Figure 1 ) .
Over 70 per cent of the reports on loan
from the RAE Library were American reports. Non-American originated reports
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not finance research programs as extrnsively as does the American government,
nor are the American university and industry produced reports released as consistently to United Kingdom agencies as
were the NACA reports. The low proportion of commercial and university reports
used by the British borrower is undoubtedly due more to the scarcity of reports of
this type than to any basic difference with
his American counterpart in his reading
habits.
The 13 most frequently borrowed titles
from the two libraries indicate a striking
difference in the reading habits of the two
groups (Figure 3). Six titles were common to both libraries. In the RAE list
only one, lotlrnaL of the Aeronautical Sciences, was in the aeronautical field. Seven,
however, dealt with electronics, instrumentation or electrical engineering. The
AEDC Library list included four aeronautical journals and only one instrumentation title.
Because the RAE is a research activity
and AEDC is a. developmental or testing
installation, some differences in the lending practices or pattern of the two libraries were anticipated. The only one
that can be ascribed to this difference in
function of the two establishments was
RAE'S extensive use of inter-library loans.
The RAE Library, which subscribes to 600
journals, borrows approximately a thousand journal issues a year from other libraries. The AEDC Library, with a subNOVEMBER 1959

scription list of some 500 periodical titles,
borrows less than 200 items a year. This
indication of a need for extensive literature resources is typical of a research activity.
The other differences indicated in the
lending records of the two libraries can
be explained on such grounds as the difference in the kind of work done at the
two installations, the limited availability
of university and industrial reports to British organizations and the procedures employed in the libraries.
Literature Obsolescence Rate

The striking similarity in the declining
frequency of use of the older literature
items, or the literature obsolescence rate,
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was the most important finding of the
study. This obsolescence rate is charted
for reports and periodicals in the two
graphs (Figures 4 and 5 ) . The rate for reports from both libraries and for journals
from AEDC is almost identical. Nearly 40
per cent of these loans are of the current
year's material and approximately 80 per
cent are of literature less than five years
old. A ten-year publication span includes
90 per cent of the requests.
Only in the current-year periodical loans
from RAE is there a marked contrast.
RAE found that 28.4 per cent of its journal loans were less than one year old, as
compared to the 43.6 per cent at AEDC,
a difference of 15 per cent.
Wilson, in his study, reports that this
obsolescence rate has implications for the
RAE Library policies on binding and storage. But he recognizes the moral obligations to other libraries within the Ministry
of Supply, which depend on the RAE as
a source for inter-library borrowing.
Because the AEDC Library is not organizationally alIied to other libraries and
because its collection is adequate for the
demands placed on it, as is evidenced by
its limited inter-library borrowing, the
implications of the study are stronger than
for the RAE Library. This does not mean
that the AEDC Library is going to arbitrarily discard all journals and reports as

---

RAE

AEDC

REPORT OBSOLESCENCE R A T E

Figure 5

they reach a specified age. However, the
AEDC Library is exploring, with the other
libraries in the geographic area, the possibility of cooperative action that would
permit a more drastic discarding policy to
ease the future problem of storage without decreasing the resources of the area.
This will increase the inter-library loan
traffic; but if the program includes a coordinated retention plan so that not all of
the holdings of the smaller libraries are
duplicated in each of the larger libraries,
i t will tend to distribute the inter-library
loan burden more equitably.

ASM DOCUMENTATION SERVICE TO START I N 1960
A new metallurgical literature searching service
will be inaugurated by the American Society for
Metals starting in January 1960. To be known
as the ASM Metals Documentation Service, it
will be based on the five-year pilot plant research
project on machine searching described earlier
in this issue, pages 435-42.
Various types of services will be offered:
I . Current Awareness. This type of service is designed to meet the needs of the research worker
who wants to be kept currently and promptly
informed of all information published relating to
a particular problem. A subscriber submits his
question and will receive, at semimonthly intervals, a collection of abstracts pertaining specifically to his problem and taken from the literature
published during approximately the first half of
the preceding month.
2. Generic Searches. These are of the current
awareness type but will be on pre-selected sub-

jects judged to be of wide current interest.
Because they will be mass-produced, they will cost
less than the tailor-made search.
3. Retrospective Searches. Bibliographies of previously published literature on any particular
subject or combination of subjects will be prepared on demand. Machine searching will be
utilized for references that have been encoded to
date into the machine; conventional library tools
and indexes will be used for searching the older
literature.
4. Encoded Tapes o f the Year's Literatwe will be
available to those who wish to purchase and
install a searching machine in their own plants.
Costs of the different types of service will vary
depending on the complexity of the question submitted and other factors. Inquiries are welcomed
and should be addressed to Mrs. Marjorie R. Hyslop, Metals Documentation Service, American
Society for Metals, Metals Park, Novelty, Ohio.
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The Use of Templates
with Punched Cards in the
Code Indexing of Technical Literature
D. W. GOULD, Research & Development Department
The Atlantic Refining Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

and retrieval of technical information has been greatly assisted in
recent years by the use of punched cards,
whereby making use of a numerical code, the
position of punching serves to describe the
information.
Elaborate systems are in use where machine sorting and correlation of interiorpunched cards will enable very fast searching
of and retrieval from large amounts of information. The initial investment and maintenance costs will probably limit application
to cases involving not less than 50,000 cards.
Systems of lesser magnitude have successfully employed the marginally punched or
notched card in which relevant items are
retrieved from a random deck by a needle
threaded through an appropriate position. It
is to these systems that the present article is
directed. An advantage of the notched card
is that information may be placed upon the
card by writing, typing or adhesion of
printed matter. The coded cards then become both an index and a file.
In any agreed-upon coding system it is
usual to have a list of terms or key concepts
and a corresponding numerical value to indicate card position to be punched. The coder
reads an article to detect such terms, consults
the list for the corresponding code number
and finally marks the card at the positions to
be punched.

T

HE FILING

New Aid to Coding
For systems involving marginally punched
and notched cards, upon which technical information (such as abstracts) has been
placed, a template may be developed to assist
the code-marking of the cards. This device is
perhaps best suited to small research groups.
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The template is furnished with pins that
engage the cards and ensure uniform registry
of them upon the template. Figure 1 shows
a template without a card. Around the template are arranged the subject words to be
noted in anv text reviewed. The words on
the template are spaced to align with numbered positions on a commercially available
card.
The preparation of a template for a research group or organization begins with an
intensive survey of the subject matter to be
retrieved by that group. B~ canvassing individuals, it is possible to set down both the
breadth and the detail desired. A major
premise in our approach to the problem has
been a filing and retrieval system so simple
that the untrained or occasional searcher will
not hesitate to use it. Direct coding rather
than combinations of punched locations is
preferred.
Upon agreement of subjects to be coded,
these items are grouped hopefully according
to a , logical analysis of articles. Generally
speaking, we try to combine components that
are likely to occur in any article, i.e., origin,
date, type, and so forth.
Detailed subject matter is then grouped
alphabetically if possible. In Figure 1 the
left-side of the template is concerned chiefly
with chemical reactions. Although strict
alphabetization was impossible, the coder is
assisted by the order. Similarly, on the righthand side of the template the middle column
follows an alphabetical order of functional
groups, and the inner and outer columns
serve to particularize them.
The next step is to arrange these terms on
the template to- coincide with fixed positions
on a file card. W e have used cards of several
u

types and dimensions, including those without prepunched margins. Our choice of card
( 5 x 8 inches) was solely one of convenience, i.e., the material was available from
stock.
Preparation of Template

T o prepare the template itself, a sample
card is lightly adhered to a piece of one
sixteenth inch single weight cardboard about
15 x 2 0 inches. Two or more pins are passed
through the cardboard to register the card in
a uniform position. These pins are rivetshaped pieces about one-half inch long and
they are fastened to the rear of the board
with adhesive tape. The type of card we
use, with prepunched margins, needs only
two pins. Cards without marginal holes are

accurately registered by using three pinstwo on the left side and one on the bottom
toward the left-hand corner.
When the sample card is registered on the
board, typed descriptive material is aligned
with entry points on the specimen card and
adhered to the board. The specimen is then
removed and a sheet of clear plastic is placed
over the template, which is now ready for
use. The plastic serves to keep ordinary soil
from the template face but more important
it affords a working surface from which can
be wiped the crayon marks that occur during
coding.
Another feature of the template is
the use of fields that can be expanded
(Figure 1 bottom). In one research group
there was intense interest in polymerization,
radiation and surface-active agents. Where a
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Figure 1 -A complete template without a card.
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GENERAL

text was concerned with these subjects, a
notation was made at a location expansion in
the right-hand lower margin. The appropriate field is exposed at the bottom, and the
card is marked in accordance with the text.
For convenience, the expanded fields are
hinged, allowing registry upon and withdrawal from the lower edge of the card. In
Figure 1, the expansion for radiation is
shown.

,a&'

Use of the Template

Text material that has been placed on
cards to be coded is made available by a
group. The coder takes a sheaf ( u p to 30)
of the cards and registers them on the template pins. While reading the text upon the
uppermost card, the coder notes pertinent
words, phrases and terms that coincide with
descriptions on the template and marks these
at appropriate positions on the card. Figure
2 shows a card in position and marked for
punching. It has been found that a soft
crayon is suitable for marking and lightens
the clerical task of notching. Coding and
punching operations are seldom performed if
fewer than a hundred cards are to be worked
upon. After punching, the cards are sent to
the particular group for random filing.
Retrieval of Information

I have said that we wish to make the system usable by group personnel with very
little training. This has been done by keeping
the coding simple and direct. T o each group
we give a "code identificationm-in effect a
dictionary of terms and locations-and
a
"directions card" explaining the numbering
system of the particular card used. Needling
of a deck of punched cards is done in the
usual manner.
The template method suffers the disability of simplified coded systems in that it
necessitates a choice of entry terms that are
imprecise and often farfetched. In the retrieval step, it is to be expected that irrelevant items will appear with specific, derived
citations. A major advantage of the template
is its flexibility in meeting individual requirements of small groups which are enNOVEMBER 1959

RADIATION

Figure 2-A punched card containing text
material and placed on the same template.
Note crayon markings indicating where card
should be punched later.

couraged to merge their card files with those
of others.
The formats of the templates may be expected to undergo change with time. For example, in Figure 1 there is diminishing
interest in the source and date (top of card)
and more emphasis on the deep indexing of
the contents of the report. Revisions have
now included new categories at the expense
of little used entry points.
New material from Chemical Abstracts,
company reports and other sources is coded
at the rate of 3000-4000 items per year.
About an hour a week of the coder's time is
sufficient to keep up with new accumulated
material. Template coding has been found to
promote the acceptance of notched card information filing.

Preparation of an lnformation Bulletin
MICHAEL A. COSTELLO, Chief, Technical lnformation Section
HENRY VOOS, Chief, Literature Research Unit
Feltman Research and Engineering Laboratories, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey
HE QUALITY OF a library today depends
not so much on what it holds as on how
efficiently it makes its holdings available to
its users. Picatinny Arsenal's Technical Information Section has found that the best
instrument for making its holdings known is
its Weekly Bulletin. Over a period of time
the Bulletin has often been changed to make
.it more useful to scientists. It has evolved
from an unorganized list of newly received
reports and books to its present form of a
unified Weekly Bulletit2 of reports, books,
patents, tables of contents, notices of scientific meetings and selected current abstracts
of technical literature arranged in broad
subject categories. The present Bulletin
reaches about 800 scientists and engineers.
The Bulletin has served its purpose almost
too well. The demands it has created for
services and materials have overtaxed the
library's ability to meet them. Since we
couldn't increase our staff. we had two
choices: reduce the scope of the Bulletin or
reduce the time and effort needed to produce
and distribute it. Since the last thing a library
is willing to do is to cut services, we chose
the second course.

T

Typing

Shortage of typists was our most serious
problem. W e used to type the same material
three times: on duplimat for the Bulletin, on
vellum for the catalog cards and on cards for
the charge cards. This was first simplified by
using Ozalid vellum for both the Bulletin
and the catalog cards. This is done by making negatives from the original vellum and
then burning plates from the negatives.
These plates or mats are then put on an offset press, and the required number of copies
are run off. While this is going on the
original vellums are reproduced by Ozalid
method on card stock. Enough cards are re-
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produced, cut and punched for the entries
required. This consolidation saved 50 per
cent of typing time at no additional cost.
It became obvious that the reduction of
each Bulletin entry to 4 x 2% inches, with
the actual body of the entry occupying approximately 3% x 1% inches on this card,
would permit the same entry to be used for
the charge cards. Six additional copies of
each Bulletin page were therefore reproduced
and perforated on gummed paper stock. Although the time saved was slight, because the
pasting time equalled the typing time, it
eliminated another typing operation and substituted a cheaper pasting operation. Preparing the Bulletin, charge cards and catalog
cards by this method saved approximately
$3200 a year.
The final item to be studied in this connection was the catalog card itself. There were
two types of cards being typed: the card for
technical reports (divided card format used
by ASTIA) and the book card (Library of
Congress format).
The use of the card for technical reports
had the following disadvantages. Because
only
of the width is available for entry,
the typing is more burdensome (especially
on a manual typewriter). The cards are difficult to read because the information is so
crowded. It is necessary to read below the
midline of the card for added entries on the
right side of the card.
The Library of Congress catalog cards also
have disadvantages. Added entries are typed
on verso or bottom half of card. This requires additional typing or expensive processing to place the heading at the card's top.
Because of these disadvantages, a new
single card was designed. In April 1958 we
learned that Loretta Kiersky, of Bell Telephone Laboratories, had developed a similar
card (shown in an article by Miss Kiersky,
Special Librarie~,October 1958, p. 387) .
The advantages of this card are manifold.
1 ) They eliminate decisions by the typist as
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

to which format is to be used for reports and
which format is to be used for books. They
eliminated also the need for changing and
adjusting tabs. 2) Added entries are always
at the head of the card. 3) Filing medium is
indicated by an arrow or is underlined. This
means that a person using the catalog always
has the headings he is looking for in front
of him and need not search at the side of
the card, as he does for technical reports.
4) Since the title can now be indicated by an
arrow, there is now no need to type the title
across the top of the card. The same holds
true for series notes.
Ordering Publications listed in Bulletin

It is not enough to publish a bulletin
showing the existence of technical information. It is also necessary to make this information available expeditiously. Therefore,
the ordering medium was studied and
changed. Originally an order sheet prefaced
each Bulletin. On this the scientist listed his
requirements. When the library received this
order it meant posting the accession or call
numbers to each charge card. This necessitated multiple handling of charge cards, was
time consuming and resulted in a serious
backlog in posting these requests.
To correct this we simply had the Bulletins
perforated so that each entry could be
separated from the Bulletin and used as an
order slip. The scientist writes his name and
address on the slip and forwards this as a
request to the library. These slips are
arranged numerically by call number or
accession number with no excess handling.
They are then put into a book pocket, which
is our main numerical card. and there filed
in order of receipt. Routing the report is
very simple. W e remove the slip, post the
man's name on the signature card and forward it to him. O n its return the order slip
is destroyed or returned to the requester for
his bibliographic file. The change from the
order blank to the perforated order slips to
consolidation by insertion in book pockets
saved approximately $4261 a year.
Circulation

Simplification of ordering and circulation,
as described above, should be expanded in
terms of the use of the book pocket as the
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charge card for the numerical file. This permits complete elimination of postings or
handwriting on the card. The slip or multiform request is pulled from the pocket and
destroyed upon return of the document.
What mav now be considered an obsolete
circulation system is necessitated by the receipt system that must be maintained for
classified documents.
Preparation and Distribution Costs

The cost of preparing and distributing 200
copies of a typical 41-page bulletin is tabulated below:
FILM
Reports from vellum
9 x 12 film 34 x .17 $5.78
Table of Contents
12 x 18 film 7 x .30 2.10
Total $7.88

PRE-SENSITIZED
DUPLIMATS
41 x .16

Total $6.56

PAPER
9000 8 x 10%
Add gum stock

$18.00
.36

Total $18.36

LABOR
Shoot and
develop
Mask and
opaque
Burning
Printing
Perforate and
collate
Total

5% hours

4 hours
1% hours
2% hours
11

hours

44% hours at $2.50 hour
Typing, 12 hours
Distribution, 1 hour
Total Cost of 200

= $111.25

=
=

15.84
1.32

Bulletins = $161.2 1

The costs include material and direct labor
but not overhead. The cost of each Bulletin is
81 cents. It must be understood that a bulletin such as we describe can be prepared only
if one has in-house facilities for printing
and reproduction, sufficient distribution
means and a volume of circulation large
enough to justify the cost of the bulletin.
In this article we have tried to show two
things: first, that a technical information
bulletin is one of the most effective means of
disseminating technical information, and
second, that any operation can be simplified
and made more efficient if good management
and industrial engineering concepts are
appIied.
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DIVISION SUBSCRIPTION BULLETlNS
DIVISION

TITLE

EDITOR

Il'hat's Kew i n Ad- Pauline E. Lybeck
oertivng nnd Market- Television Bureau of Advertising
444 Madison Ave.
ng
Xew York 22. N. T.

COVERAGE

FORMAT

Advertising, media and marketing publications ; consumer
s u r v e y s arrd b i b l i o g r a p h i e s ;
prc-publication arinouncrments ;
analysrs of important books,
services an11 periodic;~lh

9 pages

Busine~s dl- Finance
Di~.isionRrrllrtin

f:eogrnphy and
llulletm

Insrrrunce
r i,ws

CIENCI-

S-T PlrAaaraCEUTICAL
SECTION

l a p Georgr Ualphin
Dartmouth College Library
IIanover, N. H.

Book

Re- Karl Brown
Rox 46
Madison Square Station
New Tork 10, N. Y.

CHECK PAYABLE TO
AND SUBSCRIPTIONI
FROM
Advertising Division
Special Libraries
Assoriation
Mrs. Elizabeth Hutchins
Young Xr Rubicam
283 Madison Avrnue
Yew York 17, N. P.

Free to
rnenibrrs
$2.00
nonmenibcrs

1
7

Same as above

Division news ; book reviews ;
bibliographirs ; articles ; pfoject reports ; business svrv~ccs
evaluations

20 pages
rnirneo

Division news; h k reviews ;
bibliographies ; articles ; membership lists, project reports

23 pages
blultilith

I

Alton F. Juhlin
Oklahonia State Unitersity
Library
Stillwater, Okla.

4 pages
offset

1

Agnes Brite
Kew England Xutual
Life In\urarire Con~paiiy
501 Boylston St.
Bo\ton 17, Mass.

Bibliographies ; book reviews

Pictarescope

Mrs. Mirma Breuer
143 Dlelrose
Albany 3, N. Y.

Division news ; bibliographies ;
articles ; book review ; menlbrrship list ; project reports ;
abstracts

Sci-Tech S e w s

Gordon E. Handall
AEDC Library
Tullahoma, Tenn.

Division and Section Ilews ;
project reports ; new serial t i tles ; a b ~ t r a c t ;s articles

Scirntifir. Meetings

(:ertnlde Bloomer
The William S. Merrill Co.
Lockland Station
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MEETN IDEALIST

Leslie Wzilson

who is, nevertheless, severely

A practical in his approach to library
matters, with much personal charm and a

keen perception of the individual patterns
dictated by local circumstances in the development of library organizations, Leslie
Wilson expressed the community of interest between America and the United Kingdom in his recent goodwill visit to Canada
and the United States. By the end of his
tour, at the Fiftieth SLA Anniversary Convention, he had obviously established personal friendships with a host of colleagues
on this side of the Atlantic.
What surprises most about this tall energetic Englishman, who so well personifies
the spirit of dynamic British librarianship,
is that he has never been a librarian. After
reading modern languages at Cambridge,
he had to give u p his intention of entering
the Diplomatic Service on the outbreak of
war and become a soldier. In India he was
appointed technical adviser on the financial administration of British and Allied
officers in the Far East, a strange assignment for a linguist but one which was to
prove an invaluable training ground for
his later reorganization and build-up of
Aslib's financial resources and administration. In the last nine months of service after
fighting ended, he transferred to the Army
Educational Corps, with responsibility for
training regimental officers in educational
duties for resettlement of soldiers after the
war.
When peace came, he saw much at first
hand of Europe's attempts to rehabilitate
its schools and universities as Foreign
Editor of The Times Educational Supplement. H e was also The Times correspondent
at the First General Conference of Unesco
in Paris. In 1950, at the age of 31, he was
appointed Director of Aslib and worked hard
at identifying himself with librarians and
their interests and feeling a part of them. Nine
years later, his understanding of, and sympathy with, librarians' problems make it hard
to believe that he was ever anything but one
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of us and a focus of the ideals of our
profession.
Diplomatic skill he must certainly need.
Drawn together in Aslib are industrial
and commercial corporations, government
departments, universities, professional and
technical institutions and learned societies
-all to be welded together in a gigantic
effort of practical cooperation. Under his
leadership, membership of Aslib has increased from 900 in 1950 to nearly 2,500
in 1959, staff from 14 to 37, annual income
is five times as great. He has, among other
things, extended Aslib's special training
courses, introduced a consultant service, built
up the library as the main British collection
on special librarianship and related subjects,
put Aslib's publications on a sound basis
and developed its information department
to give a whole range of practical services
to members. Enormous driving energy lies
behind this achievement-and
behind his
single-handed raising of the funds to purchase and equip Aslib's impressive new
headquarters (3 Belgrave Square, London,
S.W. 1 ) .
W i t h the Director's diplomatic training
and international interests, it is hardly
surprising that Aslib itself, though a
British national organization, should have
an international membership and outlook.
In the United States and Canada alone, it
has nearly 150 members, and many an
American organization has had good
reason to be grateful for Aslib's help. Mr.
Wilson is, nevertheless, critical of much
that passes for international cooperation in
documentation-as
he is of any tendency
to think that the establishment of new
library organizations, whether national or
international, will automatically solve professional problems. Of one thing we can
be certain-while
he remains Director of
Aslib, special library connections between
the United Kingdom and the United States
will be in the most capable, and the most
sympathetic, hands.
AGNES0.HANSON

Progress Report on Selective Book
Retirement Program

The October issue of the Yale University
Library Gazette carries an article reporting
the history and plans of Yale University
Library's Selective Book Retirement Program
(Special Libraries, May-June 1959, p. 21 8 ) .
Copies of the Gazette are available at 7 5 $ ,
and reprints of the article are available without charge. Orders or requests should be sent
to: Order Department, Yale University
Library, New Haven, Connecticut.
Members In The News

ELIZABETH
BAXTERis retiring at the end of
the year from Haskins & Sells, Certified Public Accountants, New York City, after 30
years of service. Miss Baxter is a former
Treasurer of the Association.
ALBERTA
L. BROWN,who retired this year as
head librarian of the Upjohn Company, has
accepted a six-month consulting position
with the Raytheon Manufacturing Company
in Massachusetts. Miss Brown will analyze
Raytheon's present library situation and present a master plan for its future.
MARIED. LOISEAUX,
editor of the W i l s o n
Library Bulletin since 1943, has resigned her
position to join the family firm of Loiseaux
Brothers, religious publishers, as editor.
Cataloging Pictures

Rules for Pictures, Designs and Other T w o Dimensional Representations have been approved by the Library of Congress and CCS
Descriptive Cataloging Committee for the
American Library Association. They were developed by LC's Committee on Rules for
Cataloging Prints and Photographs, established in January 1952 to prepare a draft for
these materials as part of the Library's program to provide coverage for all library
materials. A preliminary draft was distributed in 1954 to 75 libraries, museums,
art publishers and individuals, and the resulting criticisms carefully studied. Necessary
modification and expansion of the A L A
Cataloging Rules for Author and Title
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Entries 19E and 32D have been included.
The Library of Congress is publishing a preliminary edition in the same format as the
rules for phonorecords. It will be available
without charge on request to the Card Division.
Books for Philippine Libraries

Almost 72,000 books, 14 times the original
goal, were donated by employees of New
York Life Insurance Company during a fiveday drive to help restock war-devastated
Philippine libraries and to assist in establishing new libraries in rural areas. The drive
was undertaken as part of the insurance industry's participation in President Eisenhower's People-to-People program and was
directed by the company's librarian, Dolores
Maribo, and her staff.
VA Library Jobs Available

The United States Civil Service Commission
has announced approximately 50 vacancies
in Veterans Administration patients' libraries
and medical reference libraries. The positions, located throughout the continental
United States and Puerto Rico, pay entrance
salaries of $4980 a year. Applicants must
have completed a full college course with at
least 24 hours in library science. In addition,
they must have had one year of library experience or a year of graduate study in library science. Full information is given in
Civil Service Announcement No. 197 B,
available in post offices or from the U. S.
Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.
Maryland Union List Of Serials

The Maryland Chapter of the Reference
Services Division, ALA, is compiling a
Maryland Union List of Serials under the
editorship of Mr. P. W . Filby of the Peabody
Institute Library. To date 90 libraries are
cooperating with an estimated total of 42,000
holdings. At present the lists are being held
at the Peabody Library in Baltimore, and
although there is no definite publication date,
the editor invites any questions on the various holdings already recorded.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Book Review
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL:
THEORY, SYSTEMS A N D DEVICES. Mortimer Taube and Harold Wooster, eds. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1958. 228 p. $6.
In the fourth and latest of its series of descriptive reports entitled Current Research and
Developmetlt i n Scientific Docun?entation (April
1959), the National Science Foundation describes
88 separate projects now under way in various
parts of the world on the different aspects of information storage and retrieval, use of scientific
literature, mechanical translation, equipment development, etc. An indication of the rapid burgeoning of activity in these areas may be gleaned
from the fact that in the second of this series,
published just one year earlier, only 45 such
projects were described.
Although much of the substance of these investigations lies well within the province of librarianship as conventionally understood and although many librarians are involved, so great a
multiplicity of other disciplines and concepts
have been brought to bear (particularly from the
fields of mathematics, physics, electronics and
mechanical engineering), that a new jargon has
evolved which, this reviewer at least believes, is
largely unintelligible to the vast majority of
practicing librarians-special or regular.
That this situation exists is perhaps a reflection on the training which they have received or
else indicates a lack of preoccupation with contemporary library developments and trends especially as evinced in large research centers.
It may safely be said that the profession is
changing, and that a typical meeting of librarians
in the year 2000 may closely resemble an IRE
assemblage both in terms of subjects discussed
and the training necessary to discuss them-no
longer librarians but literature scientists! Indeed
many of the sessions held during the recent SLA
meeting in Atlantic City had already taken on
some of this new coloration.
Certainly this may now be said of the symposium reported in the volume under discussion as
well as of many other meetings of librarians
concerned with documentation techniques held
within recent years.
This symposium was held in Washington,
D. C. on March 17th and 18th, 1958, and was organized by the Air Force Office of Scientific Resea~chvia its contractor, Documentation, Inc., to
explore the principles and problems inherent in
developing rapid information storage and retrieval methods. Participating in the discussions
were representatives from industry, government
and the universities who pondered such subjects
as the relation of storage to retrieval, the relation
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of physical to symbolic systems, the logic of retrieval devices, digital coding for retrieval, indexing, language and meaning, et al.
The volume is divided into two parts, preceded
by a brief glossary of terms employed in this new
jargon. The first part presents a series of working
papers prepared prior to the meeting and therefore setting its framework, of which the second,
"Historical Solutions" is most valuable for putting this whole matter in perspectiw The second
part presents a greatly condensed \vrsion of the
proceedings themselves.
Librarians already versed in the struggle to develop an electro-mechanical substitute for the
human brain will probably find very little new in
this book, nor was that the intent of the meeting.
The overwhelming majority of the uninitiated,
however, will find many bones tough to chew, as
for example on page 33, "Classification systems
(read Dewey, L.C., U.D.C., etc.) have only a
peripheral use as information storage and retrieval systems and function largely as systems for
shelving materials."
This may indeed come as a shock to many. If
so, it merely indicates how far behind the times
thcy are.
AARONL. FESSLER,
Librarian
Philips Laboratories
Irvington-on-Hudson, New York

N e w Serials
COMPARATIVE
BIOCHEMISTRY
AND PHYSIOLOGY,
a
new quarterly international journal published by
Pergamon Press, will feature the results of original
research on the biochemistry and physiology of
both vertebrate and invertebrate animals. The
journal will also contain book reviews, reports of
meetings and Letters to the Editor. The annual
subscription rate is $17 for libraries and other multiple-reader organizations and $10 to private subscribers certifying that the journal is for their
personal use.
SCIENCE,an inJOURNALOF APPLIEDPOLYMER
ternational bimonthly complement to the Journal
o f Polymer Science, is being published by Interscience Publishers. Its aim is to gather papers and
symposia from all areas of industrial polymer
research and provide a common ground by publishing them in one place. The annual subscription
rate is $35, and there is a special combined rate of
$150 for subscribers to the Journal of Polymer
Science.
The Institute of Scientific & Technical Information
of China has begun publication of a new bimonthly, SCIENCEABSTRACTSOF CHINA,which
gives abstracts in English of leading scientific
articles published in the Chinese People's Republic. The publication is divided into five separate
sections: Mathematical & Physical Sciences, Chem-

istry & Chemical Technology, Biological Sciences,
Earth Sciences and Technical Sciences. It is available on an exchange basis only from the Institute,
P.O. Box 640A, Peking, China.
Petroleum Congress Papers and Proceedings
Individual preprints of the papers presented at
the Fifth World Petroleum Congress held in
New York City, June 1-5, are available for 250 each
as long as the supply lasts. The papers, which
cover all the major fields of petroleum and petrochemical technology, will form part of the 11volume official Congress Proceedings to be published in the fall at a cost of $12.50 per volume
plus a 500 mailing charge. People who registered
as Congress members may order the set for $7.50
per volume. Orders for the Proceedings or individual papers may be placed with the General
Secretary, Fifth World Petroleum Congress, Inc.,
527 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York.
Survey O f Documentation Programs

Persons interested in scientific documentation
activities and policies in the United States will
want to order from the Government Printing
Office Dissemination of Scientific Information,
Hearings before the Committee on Science and
Astronautics, U . S. House of Representatives, 86th
Congress, First Session, May 25, 26, 28, June 2,
and 7, 1959 (Report #24). This document,
printed for the use of the Committee on Science
and Astronautics, contains statements on the programs of the National Federation of Science Abstracting and Indexing Services, Department of
State, Office of Technical Services, The John
Crerar Library, Defense Research and Engineering, OSD. Esso Research & Engineering Co., National Library of Agriculture, Library of Congress.
National Library of Medicine and National Science
Foundation.
SLA Authors
CLUXTON,HARRIETTE
M. Gold in Optometric AtU ~O p t o m e t ~ ya ~ Archives
d
tics. American J O U V N of
of American Academy of Optometry, vol. 36, no.
8, August 1959, p. 450-3.
GEORGI,CHARLOTTE.Business and Economics in
Paperbound Books-1959. Library lournal, vol. 84,
no. 16, September 15, 1959, p. 2564-70.
LESLEY,MRS. MIRIAM L. Archives of American
Art. Library Journal, vol. 84, no. 16, September
15, 1959, p. 2579-81.
SCANLAN,
ELEANORH. Recommended Readings in
Industrial Relations. T h e Executive, vol. 3, no. 4,
September 1959, p. 17-20.
Bibliographic Tools
BASIC BIBLIOGRAPHY
O N INDUSTRIAL
MARKETING. (AMA Bibliography Series, no. 4 ) Thomas
A . Staudt and Willlam Lazer, comps. Chicago:
American Malketing Association, 1958. 244 p.
pap. $3 to members; $5 to nonmembers.

1,674 annotated references to post-war periodical
writings in the field of industrial marketing by
782 authors. The references are arranged alphabetically in 13 categories, subdivided into 130
classifications, and annotated industrial marketing
case problems are enumerated at the end of each
section.
B ~ B L ~ O G R A POHNY MOLTEN SALTS. George 1.
] m i , comp. Troy, New York: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1958. 82 p. pap. $1.
Approximately 1,000 entries classified under I5
subject headings.
I N HOSPITALS:AN ANNOTATED
BIBLIOTHERAPY
BIBLIOGRAPHY
1900-1957. Rosemary Dolan, Iune
Donnelly, and June Mitchell, comps. Washington, D. C.: Veterans Administration, 1958. 46 p.
pap. (Apply Medical and General Reference Library, 123A1, Room 974, Veterans Administration.)
Essentially a revision of Bibliotherapy, A Bibliography, 1900-1952 and Bibliotherapy, A Bibliography, Supplemental List, 1933, with much of the
older material eliminated and references rearranged by subject. Emphasis is on the use of
b ~ b l i o t h e r a pwith
~ hospitalized adult patients.

PRACTICALMANUALOF STANDARDLEGALCITATIONS, 2nd ed. Miles 0 . Price. New York:
Octana Publications, 1958. 128 p. pap. $3.50.
Rules, rationale and examples of citations
-

-

CORRECTION: The Digest of Soviet Technology is
published by the Engineering lnformation Servkes,
not English Information Services, as erroneously stated
in Special Libraries, October 1959, p. 410.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Positions open and u'anted-SO
min;r?nm charge $1.50.

cents per line;

POSITIONS OPEN

FOURPROFESSIONAL
OPENINGSin large Midwestern state university library. Assistant order librarian: $5100; Assistant reference librarian (two positions): $5000; Serials cataloger: $6000. Fifth
year degree in librarianship required. Faculty
status, one month's vacation, TIAA after three
years' service, social security. Life and medical insurance plans. Collection of half-million volumes,
heavy in science, engineering and agriculture. Staff
of 120 ( 3 0 professionals). Excellent facilities. Apply to John H. Moriarty, Director, Purdue University Libraries. Lafayette, Indiana. Please give resume of education and experience and send small
passport-type photograph.

TORONTO
PUBLICLIBRARY.
General librarians for
reference (General reference and Business and
Ttcknology). Salary range $4,000 to $4,900. AIlowance for experience. Pension plan, Hospitalization plan, 5-day week, 4 weeks' vacation. Apply to
the Executive Assistant to the Chief Librarian, College and St. George Streets, Toronto, 2-B, Canada.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

A S S I S T A N T LIBRARIAN
l.:xcellent opportunity in a chemical research lilxary for an assistant librarian.
I3.S. in chemistry and one year lihrary
science or equivalent experience.
T h e position requires a working knowledge o f librar) science techniques such as
ol~taining,cataloging, indexing, filing and
locating the sources of chemical reference
~naterials,etc.
Desirable knowledge includes a familiarity with I~asicchemical processes, scientific
pul)lications, a foreign language, purchasing and accounting department procedures and typing ability.
Excellent working conditions in a new
modern research I)uilding. Lil)eral e n ployee benefits program. \Ire are located
in the Detroit suburbs in a fine residential and recreational area. Salary commensurate with training and experience.
f'leasc send your resume in confidence to:
Mr. F. E. Nelson
Manager of Personnel
WYANDOTTE CHEMICALS CORPORATION
Wyandotte, Michigan

The General Electric Company is seeking a Technical Librarian capable of
assuming direction of an important
scientific research library in Schenectady, N. Y. An outstanding career opportunity for a qualified Librarian, this
position offers an excellent salary structure, good working environment, and
of course includes General Electric's
extensive benefits program.
Relocation assistance will be provided.
Applicant should
have a B.S. degree--or a B.A. and
B.L.S. Previous experience must include
work in a technical library, preferably
one which is part of an organization
doing research and development on
QUALIFICATIONS:
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TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN
Duties: Adnlinistration of library with staff of 5, literature
searching,
- reference work, book
selection, etc.
Requirements: M.S.L.S. degree
plus strong science background,
3-5 years technical library experience.
Salary: Comparable to positions
i n technical departments requiring same level of training and
experience.
Please submit rtsume'
and salary wquirements to:
Personnel Department
T h e Babcock & Wilcox Company
Atomic Energy Division
P. 0. Box 1260
Lynchburg, Virginia

defense systems and missiles. United
States citizenship is required.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Applicant selected
will have responsibility for the selection, procurement, indexing, cataloguing,
and distribution of technical literature
related to electrical engineering and the
physical sciences. Duties include supervision of 4 clerks and security control
of all classified documents.
221-5
Please mail your resume in confidence to:
U. M. Votaw
Armament and Control Section
Building 28, Room 406
General Electric Company
Schenectady, New York
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TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN
M I N I M U M REQUIREMENTS:

Library Science degree plus
Bachelor's degree in physics or
chemistry desirable.
Nuclear research laboratory has
opening involving literature
searches a n d reference work for
scientific staff. Requests for, a n d
some cataloguing of government
and atomic energy documents.
Liberal employee benefits including over a month annual vacation.
Must be a U. S. citizen.

Mail resume t o
Professional Personnel O f i c e

LAWRENCE
RADIATION LABORATORY
University of California
Berkeley 4 , California

CHEMICAL
LIBRARIANS
(Male or Female)
Opening in Chemical Research Laboratory in North Jersey metroplitan area
and Philadelphia suburban area. Degree in chemistry or chemical engineering and technical writing ability required; some experience in chemical library or chemical literature desirable.
Position involves library administrotion,
literature searches, information services,
preparation and editing of technical literature. Liberal company benefit plans.

SEND COMPLETE RESUME AND
SALARY REQUIREMENTS TO
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
PLASTICS & COAL
CHEMICALS DIVISION

ALLIED
CHEMICAL CORP.
40 Rector St., N. Y. 6, N. Y.

HONEYWELL
AERONAUTICAL
DIVISION
opening for

TECHNICAL
LIBRARY
MANAGER
T h e Aeronautical Division of Minneapolis Honeywell has a n opening for
a library manager to direct and expand
the services of its Kesearch and Engineering Library facilities at division
headquarters in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
T h e position requires a background
of electrical or mechanical engineering
supplemented by a degree in library
science a n d experience in a professional technical library operation. T h e
individual chosen will be responsible
for all phases of library operation including administration, control, and
organization and operation of additional library services as needed to
support a professional organization
with several hundred engineers a n d
scientists.
T h e library has responsibility for
books, periodicals, and classified and
unclassified engineering reports i n the
fields of aeronautical engineering, electrical, electronic a n d mechanical design, instrumentation, and automatic
control.
Compensation is commensurate with
training and experience. Address your
reply to:
Mr. T o d d F. Lambert
Department 80
Honeywell-Aero
1433 Stinson Blvd.
Minneapolis 18, Minnesota
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN
W e have a n opening i n our
Operations Research Section for a
technical librarian whose duties will
include primarily the indexing a n d
cross-referencing of the research
work of the Section, as well as
maintenance of the Operations
Research library, classified document control, literature search and
review, a n d report and contract editing.

A degree i n one of the sciences
a n d some library training and experience are required.
Please send resume to Mr. John
L. Stowe, Manager, Staff Employment, 35 Acorn Park, Cambridge
40, Rlassachusetts.

individual to administer librory of a
Philadelphia.

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
for

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
Faxon's Librarians Guide
free o n request
For the very best subscciption service at
competitive prices--ask about our Till Forbidden plan.

SWETS & ZElTLlNGER

Outstanding opportunity far an alert

locoted

The 1959 reprint is now ready and is
available at $12.00 from the 0. W.
Leibiger Research Laboratories, Inc.,
Hoosick Falls, N. Y., or from your
hookdealer.

83-91 Francis Street
Boston 15, Mass.
Continuous Library Seroice Since 1886

LIBRARIAN
pharmaceutical

by 0.W. Leibiger
and I. S. Leibiger

F. W. FAXON CO., INC.

Contract Reyearch for
Industry and Government

progressive

GERMAN-ENGLISH AND ENGLISHGERMAN DICTIONARY FOR
SCIENTISTS

company

Keizersgracht 471 & 487
Amsterdam-C. Holland

New and Secondhand Bookdealers
Current Subscriptions

should have M.L.S. or undergraduate

Periodicals, Sets, Backfiles, and Separate
Volumes.

degree with technical library experi-

American Representazzve

in

Applicants

ence. This new position in o unique
literature documentation organization
offers a career opportunity in professional

librarianship.

Applicants

must

WALTER D. L A N T Z
555 WOODSIDE AVE., BERWYN, PA.
Suburban Philadelphia

Phone: Niagara 44944

be eager to accept the responsibility
of
for

providing effective library service
key

scientific

~ersonnel. Liberal

benefit program.

Send complete resume to:
L. H. WATSON
Employment Manager

SMITH, KLlNE & FRENCH
LABORATORIES
1516 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia 1, Pa.
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TECHNICAL
LIBRARIAN
Librarian for research and engineering organization of a large corporation in the southwestern area. Desire man with B.S. degree in
chemistry or related science field and a degree
in library science. Located in medium-sized community with excellent family recreational, religious and educational facilities. Excellent employee benefits. All replies will be kept strictly
confidential. Please include resume of experience and education. Reply to

Box 622

The indispensable guide to 7,000 people
in the art world

...

the new 1959

WHO'S WHO
IN AMERICAN ART
Includes painters, sculptors, designers
and many others
Specialities carefully keyed

'

Up to date biographical information
-address, exhibitions, etc.
1000 names added including college
dept. heads, museum directors

Just published in October!

$22.50 net pp.

R. R. Bowker Co., 62 W. 45th St., N. Y. 36

T

Complete composition, press and pamphlet
binding facilities, coupled with the knowledge and
skill gained through fifty years of experience,
can be put to your use-profitably

VERMONT

THE
PRINTING COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vermont
PRINTERS O F T H E OFFICIAL J O U R N A L OF
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATIOX

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

subscriptions to all magazines
serving the special librarians and
their companies tli~oughoutthe zuorld
for over thirty-five years

a service built on pl-omptness - accuracy
and personal attention to
individual requirements

ALCOHOLISM

The .hrutritio?zal Aiopronch

BY ROGER J. WILLIAhlS
Alcoholism can frequently be controlled 'and prevented by proper nutrition. An eminent scientist tells
you how in this important book.

ROGERJ. W'ILLIAMSis Professor of Chemistry and
Director of the world-famous Clayton Foundation
Biochemical Institute at the ITniversit)-of Texas. A
past president of the American Chemical Society, he
is the discoverer and isolator of one of the B vitamins,
the author of a number o f successful textbooks in organic chemistry and biochemistry. and a scientist who
refuses to be confined to his field.
$ 2 . 5 0 rrt

boo&s/o,e

~ O ? / I ~

University of Texas Press, Austin 12

How's your

space control?
H a v e you been able t o control the
a m o u n t of space devoted t o news filing
in your library? Or d o growing mountains of newspaper, news magazines, a n d
news clippings still get in your w a y ?

in compiling t h e famous New York T i m e s
Index. And you're equipped with a file
of c u r r e n t h i s t o r y t h a t ' s a l ~ v a y su p t o
date! F o r a new reel is completed every
10 days, a n d mailed t o y o u ~ v i i h i n4 d a y s
of t h e per-iod it covers.

You can start giving those space-eating
news files t h e "heave-ho" when you s t a r t
getting T h e New York T i m e s o n Microfilm. A whole year's series of reels can
be stored in less t h a n a h a l f cubic foot
of shelf space. Or you can keep t h e m in a
filing cabinet drawer, with room t o spare.

It':; a low-cost service. too available t o
you a t a non-profit price of S I90 a y e a r
(outside t h e U.S.. SlY.5 ). You'll find t h a t
In salvaging so much storage space for
other- uses. your reels will more t h a n earn
their keep.

O f c o u r s e . in g e t t i n g T h e N e w Y o r k
T i m e s on Microfilm you a r e getting t h e
entire newspaper. E a c h space-saving reel
brings you ten complete issues of t h e L a t e
City Edition t h e s a m e one that's used

W h y let another month go b y ~ v ~ t h o u t
adopting this convenient low-cost way o f
keeping all t h e news o n file? By sending
your orde1- nomr you c a n h a v e your subs c r i p t ~ o nstart t h e first o f thta >-ear-.

